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An Introduction to
Santayana's
Persons and Places
Reviewing in 1944 the first volume of George Santayana's autobiography,
Persons and Places, Edmund Wilson noted that it belongs to a class which
includes very few examples. "Few first-rate writers," he observed, "have
done stories of their lives which are among their major productions."
Wilson could find precedents only in Yeats's memoirs and The Education of
Henry Adams - although a year later, in his review of the second volume,
he would find another parallel in Proust's Remembrance of Things Past
Like those books of reflective reminiscence, Santayana's autobiography
supplies a store of thought, feeling, and observation "that the author had
not got out in his other works: not merely the facts of his career but a
searching and subtle study of the meaning for him of his experience."1
Santayana's turn in his late years to the writing of personal history
was not sudden or surprising. He had already, in 1936, given fictional
form to many of his recollections in The Last Puritan - "A Memoir in the
Form of a Novel." And his philosophic principles seemed almost to
require that sooner or later he should make articulate the form and
meaning of his own story. He had always insisted that understanding
must be, can only be historical understanding. His five-volume Life of
Reason (1905-06), the work which secured his place as a major force in
the philosophy of the new century, had been a survey of the
miscellaneous career of western man - of the forms of his religious,
societies, arts, and sciences - designed to mark within that history, and so
recover for present memory, some of the pitfalls and quandaries and
above all the achieved harmonies discoverable in the past. (In our time
politicians and historians have tirelessly seized on Santayana's words of
warning to those who will not remember the past: they are condemned
to repeat it.) But a long memory, he thought, is necessary not only to
those who judge the present or devise a future for man free of calamitous
surprises. It is necessary to anyone who would discover his own deepest
nature. For Santayana self-definition required - not introspection and
confession, our modern ways to salvation - but retrospection, an attentive
regard for the recurrences, rhythms, and patterns of one's own life
history, a watchful observing of one's affinities and aversions over time.
In the writing of Persons and Places, as during his life, Santayana
looked steadily both ways: toward the circumstances of his personal
career and toward the recorded experience of western man. The facts of
his life - so little known and so often the subject of rumor and gossip
The following three excerpts are taken from the the Introduction to Persons and Places,
Volume I of the complete works of George Santayana, to appear in 1986. The entire edition is
to be published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press.
1
Edmund Wilson, "Santayana: A Boyhood Between Spain and Boston," New Yorker
magazine, January 8, 1944.
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before the book's appearance - are amply here: the story of his early
childhood in Spain and his repeated returns, of his thirty years at
Harvard, first as a student, then as a luminary of its Golden Day, and of
his later years as a solitary and a wanderer in Europe. Yet his unusual
private history depends for its meaning on man's history. As we follow
his narrative, we come to see that the precision with which he is able to
locate himself in time and define his vocation has as its necessary
condition a wide-ranging historical imagination. From the past he draws
the terms and categories and alternative ways of thinking and feeling
about the world which make possible his naming of his deepest affinities.
These fusings of private and human history and the playing of one
against the other, the easy leaps from present to past, from the personal
to the general and the cosmic are the motions of a mind which could
define itself in no other way.
His apprenticeship to the past made of Santayana a relentless critic of
the present; he was often at odds with his time and place, and often
rebuked the modern world in the name of habits of mind which he
thought had been too long forgotten. Above all he found in ancient
Greece and Rome the clarity and scope which his own nature demanded.
He once said that of all periods in history he would have felt most at
home in the age between Alexander and Caesar, and he was pleased by
the title bestowed on him by a friend, "the antique sage." Yet he spoke
also for the Catholic mind. An unbeliever, he suggested the moral and
poetic force which Christianity might yet have for an age of unbelievers.
And he sometimes thought of himself as the last of the Victorians,
speaking as had Arnold and Ruskin and Pater for the recovery of the past
not for its oVn sake but as it may serve present sensibility and the full
range of the spirit's needs - as also it may serve to remind us of better
times when religions and philosophies and works of art were the vital
expressions of an ongoing general life. From his student days until his
death in Rome in 1952, he felt himself to be a man born out of season.
In recent years we have become aware, encountering Santayana's
voluminous marginal entries in the books of his library, of the
unrelenting responsive energy he brought to his reading, and how
extensive it was. Among the philosophers whose thought most influenced
his own one might name Plato and Aristotle, Democritus and Lucretius,
Aquinas, Leibniz, Spinoza, Hume, Hegel, Schopenhauer. I cite these
names in particular for the reason that various critics at various times
have suggested that Santayana's own philosophy may be found entire in
one or more of them. But if in our time his genius is coming to be
recognized anew, it is a recognition of his power to assimilate and
appropriate for his own reflection the work of these and many other
thinkers - not only philosophers but historians, critics, poets, and
dramatists.
Their views are deployed within the field of his own
disposing intelligence, indefatigable in its quest for order, coherence, and
a final unity in its comprehension of the world.
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Santayana speaks in Persons and Places of his recognition [in 1912],
after arriving in England and discovering that his old London rooms on
Jermyn Street would no longer be available, that "the prospect backward
had begun decidedly to gain on the prospect forward."
He was
approaching fifty. Yet it was not to be until several years later, with the
end of the distraction and distress he felt during the years of World War
I, that the stored impressions of his past life came to the forefront of his
thinking. In 1920, after settling in Rome for the first of what would be
his thirty winters there, he wrote to Mrs. Frederick Winslow in Boston of
a recent turn in his reflections. He had been thinking, he said, of his
days at the Boston Latin School and of his years at Harvard as an
undergraduate. "It is wonderful how much I live in things long past."
And he spoke of his "mystical" sense that all of his history would one day
lie before him in its indelible truth: "My dear Mrs. Winslow, there is a
time coming, or a day beyond all time when everything will return to us
without being dug up; or to put my mysticism differently, when we shall
cease to be irrationally concentrated and absorbed in the passing
moment, and shall spread ourselves out, justly and veraciously, over the
whole of our lives. I am old enough to be almost doing that already." 2
We may conjecture that it was at this time that Santayana began to
reminisce in writing. At any rate we find him in May 1924 reporting to
his great-nephew, George Sturgis, "I am writing something which I call
'Persons and Places' in which I mean to give some account, historically
accurate but selective, of some scenes and characters that have remained
in my memory." H e does not conceive it as an autobiography, he tells
Sturgis; it is rather "a chronology of my life," "an authoritative
document" which might serve as a corrective to mendacious biographers. 3
And yet two months later, at Cortina d'Ampezzo in the Italian Dolomites
(where, he reports, he often feels on his long walks "a wonderful elation")
he announces to Sturgis, "I have begun to write an Autobiography." 4
Santayana continued to work on Persons and Places for another year;
then, from the summer of 1925 unti 1932, all reference to it drops from
his correspondence. T h e writing of another book had usurped the place
of the autobiography in his attention: The Last Puritan. He had
contemplated writing a novel - although he had conceived it as a novel
exclusively about college life - in the early 1890's. Now, so many years
later and (one conjectures) as a direct result of the quickening of memory
attendant on his autobiographical writing, the story of young Oliver
Alden, his fictional hero, had begun to acquire form. Fiction now took
precedence over fact, yet without abatement of Santayana's retrospective
mood. Whether at work on the novel or the autobiography he could
2
3
4

Santayana to Mrs. Frederick Winslow, May 3, 1920, unpublished letter.
Santayana to George Sturgis, May 13, 1924, unpublished letter.
Santayana to George Sturgis, July 29, 1924, in The Letters of George Santayana, p. 216.
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continue to draw from his now vivid past.
Santayana did not complete his novel until 1934, but in the meantime
two circumstances impelled him back to the autobiographical notebooks
in which he had begun in 1924 and '25 to record his impressions of
persons and places. In the winter of 1932 the Boston Latin School
Register asked him, as its first editor, for a contribution to its 50th
anniversary issue. "I couldn't very well refuse," he wrote to his young
secretary, Daniel Cory, "and have got interested in the thing for its own
sake, going far beyond what is required for the occasion." Also that
winter his old classmate Boylston Beal had settled in Rome, and their
talks as they strolled the Borghese gardens doubtless carried them back to
the Harvard Yard and the Berlin of the 1880's. Reporting these things to
Cory, Santayana observed, "I am getting very reminiscent."5 It is not
surprising to find that at the end of that month, January 1932, he has
resumed writing Persons and Places and is "writing with gusto."6
But sustained attention to his autobiography was to be more shortlived in this period than in 1924-25. Invitations to speak on Spinoza at
the Hague and on Locke before the Royal Society of Literature deflected
his interest once more. When he returned to Rome in the fall of 1934
after giving these, his last public lectures, he resumed the writing and
revision of his novel, afterwards turning to the task of completing the
final two volumes of his masterwork, The Realms of Being. Not till 1940
did he go back to that "pile of MS which I call * Persons and Places'."
Early that year he began a regular morning regimen of reminiscences - an
occupation he found delightful, for he had lived to complete his magnum
opus, and he was able at last to turn from the exactions of theory to what
he laughingly called his "complete, rambling, endless, philosophical and
satirical stream of recollections."
Santayana completed Volume I in an astonishing spurt, writing two
hundred pages of manuscript during "a very industrious holiday" at
Fiuggi in the summer of 1941. On October 12th he dispatched the
manuscript to Scribner's in New York. But World War II now intruded
into the quiet routine of the old philosopher: he was to learn five days
later that manuscripts and printed matter were no longer accepted in the
Italian posts; his manuscript of Volume I was returned by the Rome post
office. With the entry of the United States into the war two months
later, all his lines of communication with America would be broken - all
but one. Scribner's in New York, aware that a valuable literary property
was now out of reach, ingeniously contrived with the help of the Irish
poet Padraic Colum and officials of the Vatican and the American
Embassy in Madrid to have the manuscript sent in the Vatican diplomatic
pouch to Spain, from whence the American Ambassador directed it to
the United States. This quiet stratagem was carried out in the summer
5
Santayana to Daniel Cory, January 5, 1932, in Daniel Cory, Santayana: The Later Years
(New York, 1963), p. 90.
6
Santayana to George Sturgis, January 28, 1932, unpublished letter.
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and fall of 1942. A little over a year later, in January 1944, Volume I of
Persons and Places was published in its American edition.
Unsurprised and unperturbed by the war, Santayana, now settled in
the convent-clinic of the Little Company of Mary (an English order) in
Rome, went on re-living his life, continuing every day to set down his
recollections. He completed his autobiography almost at the same time
that communications with the United States were re-opened in the
summer of 1944. The following December, after revising Volume II, he
sent the manuscript by military post to New York through the courtesy of
an American soldier, one of the many who now sought him out in the
Via Santo Stefano Rotondo. It was published by Scribner's in the spring
of 1945.
Santayana wished the publication of the third volume of his
autobiography to be postponed until after his death, in order to avoid any
possible embarrassment of persons still living who were discussed in its
pages, or of their children. Although he permitted its first and last
chapters to be published in The Atlantic Monthly in its issues of December
1948 and January 1949, My Host the World did not appear until 1953, a
year after his death.
* * * * *
Writing in 1945 to his Scribner's editor, John Hall Wheelock,
Santayana observed that his double heritage, his residence in and
allegiance to Europe and America, had determined the division of his
autobiography into three parts.7 The first volume, Persons and Places (the
title which Santayana wished to be used for an eventual one-volume
edition of the complete work) tells of his coming to the United States,
and of his life in this country up to the time of his leaving for graduate
study in Germany. (For that purpose he must tell us of his family
background and early history in Spain, and since he wished to complete
his portraits at one sitting, he draws from his subject's full life-history and
from all the impressions which he himself had gathered in his own
lifetime. Thus, for example, in a single early chapter we learn of his
father's family origins, his subsequent history, and his death:
a
biography-in-little.) The second volume Santayana thought might be
titled "On Both Sides of the Atlantic," for it speaks of the Harvard
professor and the summer traveler in Europe, a twenty-four year period
of divided residence and divided commitments. The third volume, My
Host the World, is "all on one side": it tells of his European years following
his resignation from Harvard. If, he wrote to Wheelock, the last volume
includes accounts of his metanoia in 1893 and of his year at King's
College, Cambridge, in 1896-97, that is because these events were crucial
for his decision to leave America. They were anticipations of "my
7

Santayana to John Hall Wheelock, February 28, 1945, unpublished letter.
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eastward migration, material and moral." They pointed him toward
Europe.
This is the mise-en-scene of the inner and outer drama told here:
America, America/Europe, Europe. It is, more specifically, the story of a
trans-Atlantic mind plying its way between Avila, Spain on the one side,
and on the other Harvard and Boston, UiS.A. Santayana renounced
neither. How should he? They had formed him, provided the inevitable
terms of his awareness, been the fated contexts in which he must come to
clearness. "My real nucleus was this combination, not easily unified." 8
Despite his many aversions to Harvard he recognized the favoring wind it
provided for the would-be voyager: its intellectual vitality and sincerity,
its wealth of books, its friendliness gave him "a maximum of air, of space,
of suggestion." So also did Avila, but despite his deep love of the
"austere inspiration of these mountains, these battlemented city walls and
these dark churches" he found the place "too old, shrunken, barren and
high and dry to impose its limitations on a travelling mind." As a son he
acknowledged the beneficent influence of both foster parents, yet
recognized and would not be constrained by their provinciality. "The
extreme contrast between the two centres and the two influences became
itself a blessing: it rendered flagrant the limitations and the contingency
of both." 9
Santayana's fidelity to his sources - whatever their differences and
contrarieties, and however much he felt inwardly divided between Europe
and America - brought his mature recognition that the civilization of
Christendom was his native place. "My heritage was that of Greece, of
Rome ancient and modern, and of the literature and philosophy of
Europe. Christian history and art contained all my spiritual traditions, my
intellectual and moral language." 10 When he began in the 1920's to
spend his winters in Rome it was not with the idea of settling there
permanently, but it is not surprising that in time - as the circle of his
travels diminished, and, with the coming of war, he was confined
altogether to Rome - Santayana should feel that the eternal city had been
his "fated centre of gravity and equilibrium." 11 T h e r e , he said, he came
to feel nearer his own past and the past and future of his world than in
any other place. Into Rome had come and out of Rome had gone most
of the winds of doctrine and faith whose history and worth he had spent
a lifetime studying. Omnium urbis et orbis ecclesiarum, mater et caput, the
Lateran inscription says, and Santayana made it his salute also: "mother
and head of my moral world."
He felt at home there; it was not home. T o settle at last in Rome was
not to come back at last to the Church, a penitent and believer. Though
a Christian civilization had been the carrier of the traditions and
8

My Host the World, p . 36.
Persons and Places: The Background of My Life, p. 97.
10
My Host the World, p. 36.
11
Ibid., p. 56.
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language which had engaged him - beliefs, practices, writings preChristian
and pagan, Catholic, Protestant, and secular - he could not in the end
identify himself wholly with any one of them. On the contrary, as the
moral crossroads of his world, Rome was a constant stimulus to new
forays into the past and new discoveries of human possibility. At the end
of his chapter on "Travels" Santayana observes that he could preserve in
Rome better than anywhere else "my essential character of stranger and
traveller, with the philosophic freedom that this implies." 12 T o the end
he demanded for himself the "privilege of ubiquity," the indefeasible
right of the imagination to go on visiting all ages and countries,
participating in all minds and selves, while refusing a commitment of the
whole heart or the whole mind to any.
In refusing to accept as his own the doctrines and faiths of true
believers of every stamp, had Santayana failed, after all, to find his place,
a belief of his own, a self? No: within his "realms" he had found his true
locus standi. Within this structure of his own making built over many years
he had realized his mind and world. T h e luminous register of his settled
convictions (as it had been also an indispensable means to their discovery),
it provided a center and sure vantage in all his travelings. More than that:
it encouraged and justified them.
For he had come to see how
unnecessary, constricting, and tyrannous belief can be. Believe we must in the external world, for example, or in other minds - but he thought
most men oversubscribed in their articles of belief, pledged to the
support of gratuitous doctrines born of assertiveness or the need of
dogmatic certitude or of sheer imaginative exuberance. By rescinding our
unnecessary commitments of mind, we open ourselves to the new and the
alien, and look justly, because undogmatically, at the world's diversity.
We might say of Santayana's mature philosophy that in it he had found a
home and come to rest, or with equal justice we might speak of it as his
fighting faith. Both observations, however, deflect attention from that
most striking characteristic of his philosophy - its openness to rival
perspectives, diverse intuitions, alternative ways of feeling.
Among
philosophic habitations with claims to completeness, Santayana's is unique
in the size and number of its windows.
This is the philosophy which would find its further, most personal
expression in Persons and Places. By the time Santayana came to set down
these scenes from his past, he did not need to make up his mind and
character as he went along. His mind was formed, his tastes sure, his
character definite. As we go with him on this recollective ramble it is
this - the self-knowledge and self-possession of the guide - which makes
the trip a series of illuminations, and no sightseer's tour. He is not
concerned to show us what he knows. He has no thesis to brandish.
Santayana would simply have us see what he sees - mark the lines of a
building or a character, recover an event, note a landscape in their
essential qualities. Because this realist's intent is served as it must be
12

Ibid., p. 56.
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served by "an artist recomposing what he sees" (what Santayana thought
every traveler ideally should be), his recollections have form and
meaning. Hence, like the artist traveler, the reader too "can carry away
the picture and add it to a transmissible fund of wisdom, not as further
miscellaneous experience but as a corrected view of the truth." 13
Though the "antique sage" of this autobiography is a man of
immovable principles, they are principles which justify and require a
quick and moving imagination. The terrain of his ramble is not only
astonishingly diverse; we are invited to see it in lights to which we are not
accustomed. The young Santayana who in his early books set out to say
in English "as many un-English things as possible" continues to speak here
as a European who would remember, and who would have us remember,
many a forgotten way of thinking and feeling about the world. We may
feel steadily rebuked in our provinciality, but we can hardly grudge him
the lesson.
Richard C. Lyon
Hampshire College
ls

Ibid., p. 35.

Categories and Orders of
Santayana's Christian Neo-Platonism
In the "Preface" to Scepticism and Animal Faith Santayana writes that "The
Realms of Being of which I speak are not parts of a cosmos, nor one
great cosmos together; they are only kinds or categories of things which I
find conspicuously different and worth distinguishing, at least in my own
thoughts."1 Does this mean that categories are as real as the cosmos or
that we make the categoreal distinctions in our thought? Scepticism and
Animal Faith can be read in either an objectivist or a subjectivist way.
The significance of order in Santayana's philosophy had not fully
developed by 1889, in Lotze's System of Philosophy, though there is a clear
repudiation, following Lotze, of a single cosmic order as in Leibniz, a
"best of all possible worlds."2 The full significance comes with the process
by which matter takes on form, the central problem of the production of
art in The Sense of Beauty and Reason in Art} Order is central also in
Santayana's moral and political philosophy, and the preliminary chapter
"Chaos and Order" shows this.4 What is particularly helpful in
understanding the relationship of the four categorical orders to each
other is his manuscript "The Order of Genesis and the Order of
Discovery." How does Santayana's thinking about the four "realms" relate
essence to existence to truth and to spirit? The answer is made very clear
in Scepticism and Animal Faith and this shows that the initial problem of
order in The Life of Reason5 was, to Santayana's satisfaction, solved in
Realms of Being.6 I think badly of Dewey's rejection of the Realms to leave
This paper was read to the Santayana Society, New York, December 29, 1984.
1
Scepticism and Animal Faith (New York: Scribners, 1923), p.v. For convenience I shall
abbreviate this Preface to The Realms of Being "SAF" and sometimes quote from the selections
in Max H, Fisch, Classic American Philosophers (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1951),
p.268 (abbreviated in text "CAP"). Unless otherwise noted, books and manuscripts mentioned
are by Santayana.
2
Although Lotze speaks, in Santayana's words, "of the unity of the cosmic process and of
the purpose of nature, . . . this unity will never constitute for him the value and justification of
what comes under it; rather it will be the condition and means of producing conscious and
happy life." Paul G. Kuntz, Ed., Lotze's System of Philosopy (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1971), p. 138. Santayana ascribes this idealistic optimism to a way of thought in Kant and
Hegel called "formalism," which Santayana defines as "a system that tends to reduce things to
the relations between them." Ibid.
3
I believe we need to study the progression from The Sense of Beauty to Reason in Art as
mediation between matter and form, and therefore of prime metaphysical importance.
4
"Chaos and Order," Ms., early draft for Dominations and Powers, 5 p., gift of Corliss
Lamont, Columbia University. The chapter "Chaos and Order" occurs as Book First, Chapter I
of Dominations and Powers. See Beth Judith Singer, "Order and Liberty in Human Life: A Study
of Santayana's Metaphysics of Society," Ph.D., Columbia University, 1967.
5
The Life of Reason begins "Whether Chaos or Order lay at the beginning of things," a
question debated between Dialecticians who appeal to a "principle" prior to creation while
Naturalists trace creatures springing from chaos. Reason in Common Sense (New York:
Scribner's, 1922), p. 35. (This first volume will be abbreviated in the text as "RCS")
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only The Life of Reason by which to remember Santayana's contribution to
moral philosophy. 7
T o set the stage for Santayana on order and the categories we will
restate his apprehension and appropriation of Royce and James, whose
philosophies of order become typical of the "Dialecticians" and the
"Naturalists'' respectively. Santayana's critique remains the best approach
to understanding their relationship.
T h e n we can begin to appreciate in Santayana the distinction between
essence and existence, first pointed out to Santayana by Royce, after the
publication of Interpretations of Poetry and Religion. How Santayana came to
add to the realms, beyond matter and essence, those of truth and spirit is
not so clear, but "Apologia Pro Mente Sua" places the realms in their
"proper logical" order.
T h e r e is a journey of the mind, as St. Bonaventura called it itinerarium
mentis, from essence to matter, then to truth and to spirit. The realms are
stages of a metaphysical adventure or pilgrimage, even, in a related
metaphor called by Santayana a "hunt."
In these metaphors Santayana reveals himself to be very much a
Catholic philosopher working with a Neo-Platonic hierarchial scheme of
Jacob's Ladder. Not only are persons on various levels, as says the Vicar
of Iffley in The Last Puritan, "hylic," "psychic", and "pneumatic," 8 but to
compress the four realms or stages into three, societies are pre-rational,
rational, and post-rational. These correspond to matter, essence and
truth, and spirit in the metaphysics.
If the four orders as our categories are only what each of us finds
"worth distinguishing," are they made by us and imposed upon reality or
do we find them there in experiencing reality? Scepticism and Animal Faith
which as The Life of Reason can be read in either way, needs to be
considered as a dialogue. T h e earlier dialogue is between the Naturalist
(Empiricist) and the Dialectician (Idealist), that is, between James and
Royce, and this is not unrelated to the later dialogue between the
Subjectivist and the Objectivist - except that Santayana has a new basis
for the categories, animal faith. Some categories may be nominal or
subjective, but other categories are objective or real.
My conclusion will be that, although the Realms are first presented in
a sceptical way, the conclusion of Realms of Being uses the Holy Trinity as

Realms of Being, one-volume edition with a new Introduction (New York: Scribner's,
1942). (abbreviated "RB")
7
"Dewey's Naturalistic Metaphysics* has recently been republished in an Appendix to
J o h n Dewey, The Later Works, 1925-1953, Vol. 3: 1927-1928. Eds: J o Ann Boysdston and
Patricia Baysinger, Introduction by David Sidorsky (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1984), pp. 367-84. This volume contains "Half-Hearted Naturalism," pp. 73-81, and
"Philosophy as a Fine Art, Review of George Santayana's The Real of Essence," pp.287-93. I
owe these valuable references to my colleague, Professor James S. Gouinlock.
8
See my "The Tragedy of Oliver Olden: Santayana's Last Puritan: A Phenomenological
Study of Order and Chaos," Memorias del XIII Congreso Internacional de Filosofla, Vol. 8, pp.
331-45, Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonomia de Mexico, 1964.
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a symbol of three "dimensions of reality." If the three realms are not
"one great cosmos together" are they one great God together, not parts,
for God has no parts, but three aspects together a fourth? How can each
be all, yet the all a fourth dimension?
If one needs to define the term "order" which was carefully defined
by James in Principles of Psychology9 and by Royce in his Principles of
Logic,10 it is to the opening chapter of The Life of Reason that one could
turn. 11 Although Santayana offers us seven meanings, among them is no
parallel to serial order, which had deeply impressed James the
psychologist, and which Royce the logician had defined in a way parallel
to Whitehead and Russell; that is, a relation that is "asymmetrical,
transitive and connected."12 Santayana does not choose to be a
mathematical formalist. The common sense meanings may be listed as:
1. "any arrangement whatsoever" (RCS 36)
2. "a specific arrangement favourable to a given form of life" (RCS
3. a process of gradually shifting stages (RCS 36)
4. "another and now static order called historic truth," absolute and
important (RCS 37)
5. "the efficacious and physical" causes (RCS 38)
6. an order of settled categories by which one accounts for
something by its origin (RCS 38-9)
7. "the real universal order" (RCS 39)
"Order" obviously then has a wide enough range of meanings to cover
all the varieties of being. Thus a single term can be specified to
designate the relative status of a creature with its specific interest (Df. 2)
or the absolute status of the cosmos itself (Df. 7). Order could be
specified as to essential symmetry or asymmetry, be two-termed symmetry
rather than the three-termed asymmetry and transitivity (Df. 1), and one
could argue for Santayana's philosophic shrewdness in avoiding the overmathematising so evident in Russell's philosophic use of order as the
central category of philosophy generally.
As Santayana demonstrated in his defiant imitation of analysis, "Some
Meanings of the Word 'Is'," he could have begun his study of the
9
There is an unexplained gap between the consideration of order in Principles of
Psychology and Varieties of Religious Experience. In the first, Principles of Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt, 1890), Vol. I, p. 490, and Vol. II, p. 646, the principle of skipping intermediary
terms is "on the whole the broadest and deepest law of man's thought." In the second, such a
principle is replaced by any subjective response to any arrangement whatsoever, depending on
the satisfaction of interest. See the Modern Library Edition, 1936, of Varieties, ft. pp. 428-30.
10
Josiah Royce "Order", James Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, (Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clark, 1917), Vol. IX, pp. 553-40, and Royce's Logical Essays, Ed. Daniel S. Robinson
(Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown, 1951), pp 204-31.
11
My "Santayana's Theory of Order," part of my American Philosophies of Order, is based
on a study of the five-volume Life of Reason.
12
My Alfred North Whitehead (Boston: Twayne's, 1984) and Bertrand Russell (Boston:
Twayne's, 1986) show the centrality of order to their philosophies.
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categories with the definitions of "order".13 Since our metaphysician
chose rather to tell the story of the emergence of his "system," why
should we not follow his narration?
Santayana always reminds us that he is a Catholic, and came as a
stranger to live among Protestants. Since he considers philosophy to be
religion naturalized, and he stresses above all his resentment of the
Puritan arrogance of his teachers, we need to ask how exactly this helps
to shape the contrast between the categories of a Catholic in contrast to
those of a Protestant.
How does the very Protestant Bertrand Russell order his world and
define the cosmos? In Santayana's excellent * Philosophy of Mr. Bertrand
Russell,'' we find the Puritan moral habit of attaching his mind "to some
essence or other."14 Russell takes comfort in mathematics, thus "layjmg]
up his treasures in the mathematical heaven" (PBR 123). Russell in
escape from the "dreary exile of the actual world" expresses his spirit.
How, we may interrupt, does this differ from Santayana's radical
distinction between essence and existence? The Puritan is far more
dualistic, with less reconciliation of the sacramental Catholic.15 The
Puritan is confronting the realm of essences rather more morally than
aesthetically. The Puritan essences are those "that ought to exist, or at
least, if anything exists, it ought to conform to them. What exists,
however, is deaf to this moral emphasis in the eternal; nature exists for
no reason; and, indeed, why should she have subordinated her own
arbitrariness to a good that is no less arbitrary? This good, however, is
somehow good notwithstanding, so that there is an abysmal wrong in its
not being obeyed. The world is, in principle, totally depraved; but as the
good is not a power, there is no one to redeem the world" (PBR 153).
What is implicit in this well-distanced critique? That the modern
categoreal division is a deeper chasm than that of the Catholic world
which has not only the redeemer, God who has become man by taking on
human flesh in the realm of matter, but a Christology founded on the
classical polarity of composite substance, matter and form.
The Protestant spirit, if it ceases to fear "hell in the next world," is
still, in the heroic loneliness and rigidity of life, "sure to find it here."
The Catholic Santayana, by contrast, retains bonds between levels of
being and can use, as in myth and symbol, the material to express the
spiritual. For Santayana to welcome religion as poetry, and use its
rhetoric, is therefore deeply and metaphysically shocking to James and
13
"Some Meanings of the Word 'Is'," in Justus Buchler and Benjamin Schwartz, Eds,,
Obiter Scripta (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936), pp, 189-212, with commentary
Apologia, op. cit., p. 576.
14 "Yjje philosophy of Mr. Bertrand Russell,* Winds of Doctrine: Studies in Contemporary
Opinion (New York; Scribner's, 1913). (abbreviated *PBR*)
15
See Archibald Allen Bowman, "Physical and Spiritual in Modern Philosophy," in A
Sacramental Universe: A Study in the Metaphysics of Experience (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1939), pp. 51-84, and my "Religion in the Life and Thought of George Santayana,"
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1946.
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Royce.
Before Santayana, the young poet and critic, had recognized his own
categories, Royce perceived what was implicit in Interpretations of Poetry
and Religion.
For "the moral imagination" there are welcome fictions,
not believed true to fact, and Santayana's former dissertation director
Royce, "who had kept a kindly but troubled watch over [his] youth, once
said that the gist of [his] philosophy was the separation of essence from
existence. This was one of those rare criticisms that open one's eyes to
one's own nature, ... perhaps one of those prophecies that help to fulfil
themselves; because it came long before [he] began to make any special
use of the word "essence," or to analyse the concept of existence." 17 Of
course Royce's Protestant belief in America as the fulfilment of the divine
order in history was quite different from Russell's estrangement of the
"free man" from irredeemable existence. Royce's Puritanism did not drop
God as cosmic imperative for the human spirit. How does Santayana
regard Royce's "God"? 18 When Calvinism is logicized, God becomes
universal mind, "what" writes Santayana, "I should call the truth, but
personified and turned into a psychological entity." Can the category
truth mediate between essence and existence? Even though "the contrast
between essence and existence . . . is inevitable and axiomatic," and there
is a different sense of "is" used for each, Royce attempts logically to get
from one to the other. But this is fallacious in the logic of Santayana's
categories. Logic operates only hypothetically and not existentially, or as
he put it "not necessarily applicable to natural facts." Still, Royce wanted
connection and control of the realm of essence over the realm of matter.
Santayana here finds what the Puritan atheist Russell shares with the
optimistic theistic rationalist Royce. Moral fervor controls metaphysics,
which we may call "metaphysical moralism," or the imposition of the
partial prejudices of a mere creaturely part upon the whole cosmos.
Santayana's philosophy of order and the categories is to be as
unprejudiced as Spinoza's. Royce is a hypocrite in rebuking Santayana's
categoreal separation of essence and existence. T h e real motive is that
Royce needed to give "logic ... coercive authority over facts." Otherwise
"his religious and political convictions could not be enforced by pure
logic, but would have to be advanced on empirical evidence (notoriously
not available) or else posited with sporting risks by a desperate act of
faith." (APMS 498) Royce's metaphysics is then the expression of moral
faith that the good would triumph, by which he meant that he is fighting
on the winning side. Santayana is drawn to Spinoza as an opponent of
moralism: Santayana would accomplish for Catholic Christianity what
Spinoza had done for Judaism. T h e efficacious and non-superstitious
10

Interpretations of Poetry and Religion (New York: Scribner's, 1900 and 1922).
See page 497 of "Apologia Pro Mente Sua," The Philosophy of George Santayana, ed. Paul
A r t h u r Schilpp (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1940), pp. 495-605. (abbreviated
"APMS").
1
See Chapter IV of Character and Opinion in the United States: With Reminiscences of
William James and Josiah Royce and Academic Life (New York: Scribner's, 1920).
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connection between essence and existence is artistic creation. This
connection is encouraged by Catholic culture whereas it was discouraged
by Puritan Protestantism.
Out of this fascinating debate of Santayana the Catholic with his
Protestant teachers James and Royce and his Protestant friend Russell
comes a philosophy of four orders, essence, existence, truth and spirit.
Santayana has a way of reading these realms as stages of a pilgrimage.
The selections in Fisch's Classic American Philosophers make these stages
easier to follow (Essence, CAP 270-80, Matter,-287-91, Truth, 291-93,
Spirit, 293-97).
These distinctions in discourse and experience can be affirmed, claims
Santayana, at a time when "human faith is again in a state of dissolution."
Empirical doubt, as in the case of Locke * dissolved knowledge of
substance, and if the master category of Aristole is gone what can the
attributes qualify? The importance of Santayana's categories of the four
orders is that even if "substance" is indefinable, and in an empirical sense
we have no impression of it; it is indeed "something I know not what",
still it is the object of animal faith.
The Catholic philosopher may have lost his religious faith but he has
regained a philosophic faith. Scepticism can reduce the symbols of the
creed to fiction, but scepticism cannot touch animal faith. "This natural
faith opens to me various Realms of Being, having very different kinds of
reality, and a different status in respect to my knowledge of them ...
"(CAP 297).
"Realms* symbolizes by geographical metaphor, and specifically on our
metaphysical journey we have crossed "the watershed of criticism'*. We
may be completely sceptical, yet the basis of faith affirms the Realms of
Being. "I have now reached the culminating point of my survey of
evidence, and the entanglements I have left behind me and the habitable
regions I am looking for lie spread out before me like opposite valleys."
(CAP 280; SAF 99) What realm was discovered in the valley of
scepticism? Although life may there be but a dream, yet still there are
essences. But in the vital valley of belief, in which we must act, we can do
so by faith, because we have no comparable certainty. What of the other
three realms, of matter, truth, spirit? To journey thence is characterized
as an adventure, a hunt, and an ascent. There is a sequence of journey
metaphors that together constitute an allegory of increasing intensity and
confident discovery. When we pass beyond the watershed there is a new
rhetoric.
"It is AS IF Substance SAID to Knowledge: My child there is a great
world for THEE to conquer, but it is a vast, an ancient, and a recalcitrant
world. It yields wonderful treasures to courage, when courage is guided
by art and respects the limits set to it by nature. I should not have been
so cruel as to give thee birth, if there had been nothing for thee to
master; but having first prepared the field, I set in thy heart the LOVE
OF ADVENTURE* (SAF 191, capitalization mine).
The metaphor of HUNTING from The Realm of Matter: "In the chase,
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for those who follow it, the intensity of experience is not like the
intensity (limitless, if you will) of contemplating pure Being - immutable,
equable, and complete. T h e hunter and the hunted believe in something
ambushed and immanent: present images are little to them but signs for
coming events. Things are getting thick, agents are coming together, or
disappearing, they are killing and dying. T h e assurance of this sort of
being is assurance of existence ... ." 19
T h e metaphor of ASCENT is used in "On Metaphysical Projection,"
which Daniel Cory calls a "kind of supplementary Introduction to Realms
of Being."20 "The ontological hierarchy" runs from the bottom, MATTER
through appearance, or "ESSENCES manifested to sense and to thought"
to "the aspects which the universe would wear to omniscence," T R U T H ,
all unmanifested Being, T H E REALM O F ESSENCE finally "the
simplicity of PURE BEING."
"As these last phrases suggest, the interest of this ontology is not
merely logical, in that it defines the order of a possible world, as we
might frame the rules for a new game. It represents faithfully the stages
of an actual spiritual progress: I will not say the only path of progress
open to the human soul, because life is elastic; but certainly the path
hitherto most familiar and sacred. Life carries every sensitive animal as
far u p as appearance; intelligence raises him, at least in intention, to the
level of truth; contemplation lifts him to that of essence, and ecstasy into
the heart of pure Being. But this ascent is internal to experience ... It is
not a material translation from one part of the universe to another ..."
(OMP 119-20 - I would insert "faith" between "life" and "intelligence",
and say "animal faith comes to reveal in action the dynamic world called
matter.")
This is a Platonic argument of correspondence between levels of soul
and levels of being. Either a pure empiricism or a pure materialism is
limited to the apprehension of either the realm of essence or the realm of
matter. What is demanded psychologically of a person to comprehend
both essence and matter is pure introspection into what is given and
apprehension of the indefinable substance confronted in action by animal
faith. In addition there must be developed the intelligence to grasp
truths independent of either of the above, but dependent for existence on
them, and also contemplation and ecstasy of the mystic who grasps Being
and even Non-Being.
Has the argument above made too much use of the metaphors of
journey, adventure, hunt, ascent? I believe not, because if the realms are
distinguished because they are not reducible to one, then we must borrow
terms from one of the realms and apply them to the transitions between
19

The Realm of Matter (New York: Scribner's, 1930), pp. 9-11. GAP 289-290 then
recounts ten principles of the cosmos of substance.
20
The Idler and His Works and Other Essays, Ed. Daniel Cory (New York: George Braziller,
1957), p . vi, "On Metaphysical Projection," pp. 116-35. Cory gives no date for this piece
which begins by referring to orthodox Hindu speculations on Brahma, and uses a subtitle: "by
which Existence is referred to the Non-Existent as to its Ground." (abbreviated "OMP").
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realms. "Journey" is spatial, and borrowed from the realm of matter.
But "ascent to the one," as in Plotinus, stresses not the travel but the goal
beyond being.
Santayana was obviously a great geographical traveller, but was he not
also a pilgrim? T h e most pertinent evidence is his neglected "The
Philosophy of Travel,* 21 which I must confess has influenced my writing
about homo viator. 22 Santayana's Catholic ordering of the cosmos begins
with plants which are not as active as the animals in moving from place to
place. Animals "owe their intelligence to their feet. No wonder, then,
that a peripatetic philosophy should be the best ... ." We might put the
contrast in terms of the watershed: we may sit and dream in the valley in
which essences are discovered, but if we walk in the valley in which we
discover existing matter and truth, we must think. "Thinking while you walk
... keeps you alert: your thoughts, though following some single path through the
labyrinth, review real things in their real order; you are keen for discovery,
ready for novelties, laughing at every little surprise, even if it is a mishap;
you are careful to choose the right road, and if you take the wrong one,
you are anxious and able to correct your error ... * As novel objects
appear, "a thousand hypotheses run to meet them ... * (PT 9).
T h e old word before "hierarchia" was invented in a philosophical
sense by the Pseudo-Dionysius, was "gradus," as in St. Augustine.
Santayana graded kinds of travellers: better than migrants and immigrants
are explorers; better than conquerors are the disinterested adventurer and
scientific observer; better than the merchant is the tourist. But the kind
Santayana is, is* a spectator. He alone has SAVING knowledge. "A man who
knows the world cannot covet the world; and if he were not content with
his lot in it (which after all has included that saving knowledge) he would
be showing little respect for all those alien perfections which he professes
to admire" (PT 16). 23
Although we cannot do more than suggest the Platonic hierarchial
correspondence between levels of soul and levels of being, we need also
to suggest that in some very precise ways Santayana's theory of virtues is
21
"The Philosophy of Travel," The Birth of Reason and Other Essays, Ed. Daniel Cory (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1968), pp. 5-17. (abbreviated "PT")
My contributions to philosophy of travel appear in Itinerarium: The Idea of Journey, Ed.
Leonard J. Bowman (Salzburg: Institut fur Anglistik Amerikanistik, Universit&t Salzburg,
1983), especially "Man T h e Wayfarer", pp. 216-34. "Augustine: From Homo Erro to Homo
Viator," appears also in Augustinian Studies, Vol. 11, 1980, pp. 79-89.
22
My "From the Angel to the Worm: T h e Hierarchical Structure of St. Augustine's
Confessions," forthcoming in Religious Studies. Many articles such as this on hierarchy are
gathered together in The Great Chain of Being After Fifty Years, Eds. Marion Leathers and Paul
Grimley Kuntz (Bern: Peter Lang, forthcoming).
23
Cf. My Host the World, Persons and Places, Vol. I l l (New York: Scribner's, 1953), Ch.
I l l , pp. 33-56, and "The Coming Philosophy," in The Idler and His Works (Doc. Cit.) p. 192.
Note how interested Santayana is in the metaphor of E.B. Holt, The Concept of Consciousness: A
navigator exploring his course at night with the help of a searchlight illuminates a considerable
expanse of wave and cloud and other objects that lie above the horizon. T h e cross sections are
neither inside of the searchlight nor dependent on the searchlight for their "SUBSTANCE OR
T H E I R BEING", (p. 171, emphasis mine).
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likewise hierarchical. Plotinus and other Neo-Platonists, holding to the
doctrine of four cardinal virtues, distinguish the level of development,
and we have grades of temperance, courage, justice and wisdom.24
One example must suffice, but it is the well-developed contrast
between degrees and kinds of courage. "Blind courage is an animal
virtue indispensable in a world full of dangers and evils where a certain
insensibility and dash are requisite to skirt the precipice without vertigo.
Such animal courage seems therefore beautiful rather than desperate or
cruel, and being the lowest and most instinctive of virtues it is the one
most widely and sincerely admired. In the form of steadiness under risks
rationally taken, and perseverance so long as there is a chance of success,
courage is a true virtue; but it ceases to be one when the love of danger,
a useful passion when danger is unavoidable, begins to lead men into evils
which it was unnecessary to face. Bravado, provocativeness, and a
gambler's instinct, with a love of hitting hard ... , is a temper which
ought already to be counted among the vices rather than the virtues of
man. To delight in war is a merit in the soldier, a dangerous quality in
the captain, and a positive crime in the statesman."25
My argument about the relationship between The Life of Reason and
Realms of Being is that both use the principle of hierarchy to integrate
various philosophies. Each kind of morality is appropriate to its level.
Each kind of ontology is appropriate to its level. Just as the Neo-Platonist
could agree with Aristotle's categories and with Plato's categories, just as
the Hindu Vedantist could agree with all the orthodox systems, just as
Hegel attempted an integration of the whole history of thought, so
Santayana's system of the four orders makes whole what are otherwise
disparate and incompatible parts of wisdom.
My departure from the well-established interpretations of Santayana's
system is that these overemphasize the naturalism, that is, the realm of
matter. 26 The other way to put the same point, these established
interpretations have not taken seriously the appeal to "the Indians" as
representatives of universal human wisdom. I have in another place tried
to spell out why it is so important to note the initial mottoes of The Realm
of Spirit, quotations from Plotinus, from The Upanishads, from Spinoza27
24
My contribution to Brian Vickers' collected volume Action and Contemplation considers
the grades of virtues (forthcoming).
25
The Life of Reason, or the Phases of Human Progress: Reason in Society (New York:
Scribner's, 1932), pp. 83-4. The passage is followed by a passage written from the perspective
of the post-rational level. In the Augustinian judgment, the virtues of the pre-rational, even
the rational, are but "splendid vices'" (Ibid., p. 84).
26
I have attempted three demonstrations of non-naturalism in Santayana: "Santayana the
Mystic," "Santayana and Buddhism ,* and "Santayana and the Indians." A brief account is "The
Thread of Salvation in this Labyrinth of Folly," in Philosophy in the Life of a Nation, (N.Y.
CUNY, 1976, pp. 140-44).
27
In conjunction with Platonism and the Spiritual Life (New York: Scribner's, 1927). I am
informed by R. Baine Harris that he has made a study of the correspondence between Dean
Inge and Santayana. This is important in showing his relation to the leading Christian
Platonist and Plotinus scholar of our century. The Realm of Spirit in RB., p. 548 (hereafter
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"Spirit can never condemn or undermine natural life; this can be done
only by some rival centre of life at the same biological level, tending to
steal away matter or energy from its ancestors or neighbours." "Spirit
requires no new matter or energy besides that of its organ, but only
order and harmony in the matter or energy at hand" (RS 552).
My emphasis on order is of course my personal central concern but it
is a not inappropriate way to recognize what the different realms share
such that they can not only be distinguished but also integrated. The
Realm of Matter began with the scripture so frequently quoted by the
Western Medieval scholastics and the Renaissance founders of modern
science, such as Pascal, "Thou hast ordered all things in number and
measure and weight."28
If the physical order were the only real order, then the order of
essences, the order of truths, and the "order and harmony " sought by the
spirit would be partial and eccentric, and as such subjective. But the
search for objectivity of the categories as discovered in being rather than
imposed upon it, culminates in spirit. Spirit, says Santayana, has no
commitment but "to see things as they are9 (RS 553, emphasis mine).
SantayanaV philosophy forces us to rethink "objectivity* such that
there is not merely objectivity on the level of matter, but also on the
levels of essence, truth, and spirit. The clue is given to unravel this
mystery. The "presence of essences occasionally to imagination was very
accurately called by the Scholastics their objective being, contrasted with
the intrinsic or logical being which they had in themselves, and with the
formal embodiment which they might have in things; but in the utter
confusion of modern philosophy, substances being denied in one breath
and imagination in the next, * the objective' has come to mean that which
is independent of intent or attention fixed upon it; which is precisely
what the objective can never be. It is indeed the intuition of essences in
their own category, when the things that may embody them are absent or
non-existent, that makes up the essence of spirit .... Spirit is the actuality
of the unsubstantial."29
As "being" has many senses, so also "objectivity", and "category," and
"order". The vision provided by spirit in its reflection on the levels of
being is systematically pluralistic. Santayana is what I have called an
"order pluralist." The finest expression of this position is in the
"Conclusion" to Dominations and Powers.^0
Rational government limits what it imposes by law as required and
leaves all else "to the special genius of each free society and each free
individual. In suggesting such a division of moral labour, order where
abbreviated *RS*),
28
RM 182, from Wisdom of Solomon.
29
Realm of Essence in RB 129.
80
Dominations and Powers: Reflections on Liberty and Government, (New York: Scribner's,
1951); (abbreviated "DP"). 1 enjoyed the excellent commentary of Beth J. Singer, The Rational
Society: A Critical Study of Santayana's Social Thought (Cleveland: The Press of Western Reserve
University, 1970).
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the conditions are known, liberty where imagination makes its own laws,"
Santayana is not expressing confidence that we can achieve such balance
and maintain it. "Reason is itself a method of imaginative thought. It
insinuates itself with difficulty even into economic arts, by virtue of the
regularity of natural processes, to which action has to adapt itself; but it
lives happy and safe only in ideal constructions, mathematical or poetical"
(DP 463).
What is the difference between Santayana's synthesis of the many
orders and a metaphilosophy of different types of philosophies? Both
Santayana and such metaphilosophies as those of S.C. Pepper's World
Hypotheses and Richard McKeon's four methods share tolerance of
alternative metaphors and methods. It is the hierarchical ordering of the
different orders as stages on a philosophic pilgrimage that is special to
Santayana. Hierarchy is alien to Pepper31 and McKeon, who make a
democratic virtue of equality, while hierarchy is Santayana's chief super
order, and he does not conceal his aristocratic principle of inequality.32
Santayana's hierarchical ordering is not as rigid as some traditional
systems that identify the highest as that which is both the origin of the
process of becoming and the first principle discovered by rational
reflection. Such a deductive system makes all that is an attribute of God
or Nature, and also the first axiomatic truth that it is that which is cause
of itself. Santayana's thinking about stages distinguishes "The Order of
Genesis and the Order of Discovery."33 "First: In the order of genesis
comes essence since it spreads out the field of forms through which
existence may travel and may pick up one form after another along its
special path. Existence in this order is second and truth third: for truth
is the ideally complete description of the existing world, as it is, has been,
and is to be. Finally spirit with all its discoveries comes last because the
psyche — without which spirit could not arise or life — is a trope
established in matter; that is to say, a truth concerning the order and
cohesion of certain events in the flux of nature" (OGOD 2).34
As far as the origin of the world from ultimate one, this theory is
non-committal. But clearly the Neo-Platonic emanation from intelligence,
to psyche, finally to matter, is denied. There is no cosmic way down
toward matter as "almost nothing", as St. Augustine called matter. In this
sense, the Neo-Platonic hierarchy, as Hegel's world by Marx, has been
stood on its head.
And a card-carrying Plotinian would certainly
disapprove of Santayana's ontological Umwertung as much as an
orthodox Christian must disavow Nietzsche,
Yet there is also "the order of discovery." In this order "what comes
81

Stephen C. Pepper, World Hypotheses (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1942).
"Equality," MS, Columbia University Library.
ss
"The Order of Genesis and the Order of Discovery" MS, Columbia University Library
(hereafter abbreviated "OGOD").
34
Timothy L.S, Sprigge, Santayana: An Examination of His Philosophy (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1974) is particularly helpful on "reality" of "a system of behavioural
dispositions" paralleling a "system of tropes." (p. 103)
32
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first is matter. Undoubtedly a pure and free spirit, could such a spirit
exist, would distinguish essence at the first dawn of consciousness and
would never distinguish anything else; ["any datum of intuition ... is ipso
facto a pure essence"] ... ; the very nature and function of spirit is to distil
pure essence, simple or complex, from the flux of existence. Yet in an
animal life intuition is hatched in a nest of pressing occasions: intent
precedes intuition. ..." I believe the account of spirit deeply troubled by
demands of the flesh, especially the demands of passions that fill "spirit
with a sense of urgency, of distress, or of triumph" is the kind of struggle
depicted by St. Augustine in his Confessions. Why is Platonism a necesary
step in turning to God? Because spirit, in Santayana's account, "may
come to rest for a moment on the pure forms of things and on their
essential relations ..." (OGOD 3).
If this is a Neo-Platonic "way up," as I am asserting it is, it is a
struggling way up through the realm of matter towards something more
satisfying to spirit in the flesh. It corresponds to St. Augustine's version,
and if the fragment had not broken off, it could have given the way back
to the Father through Truth, the Son. Santayana, as Augustine, follows
John's Gospel in identifying "Christ with the Logos" and avoids "the
semblance of reduplicating the Godhead."35 The Logos is not only "the
Light, the Way, the Truth" but also "Life and Love" that seem to fit
better with the mediating office of Christ, as teacher and redeemer and
the intimate essence of his person (ICG 32). Does Santayana identify will
and love as the way to freedom? Yes, when that will is directed to what
spirit truly loves (ICG 193 quotes Augustine, "Quid magis in voluntate
quam ipsa voluntas?").
The metaphysical importance of Christ is that this is a symbol of
mediation. The realms that are otherwise separate are united when the
Word becomes flesh. There is more to Santayana's use of the symbol of
Christ than "spirituality."36
The Incarnation leads to that other great mystery of faith, the Holy
Trinity. In the "General Review" Santayana uses the Father as symbol of
"the realm of matter" and the Son as "the realm of essence." Although
these are distinguished in the cosmos, in the Godhead they are one. This
dogma "which might seem unintelligible, becomes clear if we consider
that power could not possibly produce anything unless it borrowed some
form from the realm of essence and imposed that form on itself and on
its works." Power is not power unless it produces "something specific,
something eternally distinct and recognizable in its character. The Son is
thus an indispensable partner and vehicle for the life of the Father." (RS
846)
The Logos is "begotten not maden (RB 846). The Logos is "as much
God as the Father, since power cannot exist without form. But form also
35
The Idea of Christ in the Gospels or God in Man (New York: Scribner's, 1946), p .31
(hereafter abbreviated "ICG").
36
Sprigge's interpretation here seems to me only a partial truth. Op. CiL, p. 216.
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cannot exist without substance ..." (RB 847).
To these "incommensurable and equally original features of existence
[I had rather say 'being']" are added the third dimension, Spirit (RS
847-8). On this the Nicene Creed is relatively silent except that the
Spirit "proceeds from the Father and the Son and is the universal lord
and life-giver," and is equally divine (RS 849). Insofar as the Spirit
speaks by the prophets, is this also the Realm of Truth? This is suggested
because spirit is known "by all voices inspired by power and by truth" (RS
850).
In this sense, there is, for metaphysical purposes, a Holy
Quaternity in the Holy Trinity.
Has this conclusion erred in pressing too far the parallelism between
the Christian dogma and the language of ontology based on analysis?
Santayana warns against it (RS 853). I wish to avoid the question here of
the senses in which Santayana is a Christian philosopher.37 He is
certainly a Christian poet, at least sometimes.38 One important point with
which to end is that the Realms of Being which are distinguished in our
world are united in God. That Santayana had to end by borrowing from
theology the symbol of three in one to express a truth that the four
realms require one another signifies that his system was left unfinished, a
project yet to be completed. And should not every metaphysician, as did
Whitehead, say his system is incomplete? As an invitation to reflect it
remains one of the great suggestive frameworks which we can use in our
present "metaphysical turn" of philosophy.
Paul G. Kuntz
Emory University
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My article "Can Whitehead be Made a Christian Philosopher?" Process Studies, Vol. 12,
No. 4, Winter 1982, pp. 232-42, shows the complexity of the problem.
I have tried to show the importance of Christ as mediator and the doctrine of the
Incarnation in "The Dualism of Paul Elmer More," Religious Studies, Vol. 16, 1980, pp. 389-44,
especially the conclusion.
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The Oxford Book of Christian Verse, Ed. Lord David Cecil (Oxford: The Clarendon Press,
1940) has recently led to a new edition with a subtle consideration of what could be meant by
"Christian poet." Perhaps the best title for an essay on Santayana would be "The Christian
Philosophy and Christian Poetry of an Ex-Christian." Relevant to this is the analysis of T.S.
Eliot that not even Russell succeeded in becoming truly "ex-Christian". See my Bertrand
Russell, op. ciL, Ch. 8. Lord David writes in his Introduction of Blake: "It is doubtful whether
he should appear in a book of Christian verse at all. If he was a Christian, he was certainly a
heretic." The gospel of Santayana is equally surprising and also at odds "with the doctrines of
every important branch of Christianity ... .* Then comes the defense: "But Blake, whether he
would or no, was soaked through with Christian thought: Christian symbols are an essential
part of his native language." This I find true of Santayana, and with regard to life as a
journey, I should add that he was "exquisitely responsive to certain phases of Christian
sentiment" (p.xxvi). The editor writing in 1940 includes seven poems of Blake beginning with
"To Mercy, Pity, Peace, and Love". The successor to Lord David, Donald Davie, in The New
Oxford Book of Christian Verse (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981) limits Blake to
"Jerusalem." I suspect that Santayana, whose sonnet on faith was once used by religious
liberals, is now less acceptable than he used to be. Davie includes a long note on the NeoOrthodox Karl Barth, who would have classed Santayana as a Gnostic and very non-Christian.

Hermes the Interpreter
I. Santayana: Pilgrim or Traveler
Paul Kuntz suggests that Santayana's ontology harbors a Platonic
hierarchical correspondence between the levels of soul and the levels of
being. Santayana is a "Catholic philosopher working with a Neo-Platonic
hierarchical scheme of Jacob's ladder" ("Categories and Orders" 10), and
his four realms (matter, essence, truth, and spirit) adumbrate stages of a
pilgrimage culminating in the spiritual life. This interpretation of
Santayana's mature philosophy runs counter to the usual naturalistic
assessment which contains no categorical obligations or goals for either
humans or for the universe. The naturalistic Santayana assumes, as far as
possible, a neutral moral stance and defends only contingent orders of the
world, not hierarchical ones associated with ultimate or final goals. If
Paul Kuntz is correct, scholars need to closely re-examine the works of
Santayana to capture a new, more traditional, and religious aspect of one
of the twentieth centuries best-known atheists.
Though I disagree with Kuntz's interpretation, I appreciate his insight
into Santayana's realms of being and their integral relationship to
spiritual values, and my remarks should not be read as a critique of
Kuntz's positiop but rather as an alternative approach to the philosophy
of Santayana. We are indebted to Kuntz who, by calling attention to
Santayana's metaphors (pilgrimage, ascent, hunting, adventure), forces
examination of significant aspects of Santayana's thought that have been
overlooked. He also highlights Santayana's respect for Indian philosophy
and underscores the Catholic-Protestant tension that often is more than
in the shadows of Santayana's thought and friendships. This tension is not
merely a difference between conventional religions, but it is a conflict
between forms of life: the Catholic tendency of celebrating life artistically
in contrast to the Protestant tendency of valuing workmanlike moralities.
Kuntz's discussion of the Protestant heritage of James, Royce, and Russell
decidedly contributes to our understanding of Santayana and his
sometimes strained relationships with his teachers, colleagues, and friends.
Kuntz's understanding of Santayana as a philosopher working within a
Neo-Platonic hierarchical scheme is supported by textual evidence.
Santayana does use Neo-Platonic metaphors, and he characterizes the
spiritual life as the culmination of human existence. But this evidence, I
believe, should be understood in the context of (1) the development of
Santayana's materialism or naturalism, (2) his application of ontology in
historical analyses, and (3) his view of himself as a traveler, not a pilgrim.
Within this context, Santayana's decided view is naturalistic (or
materialistic), and whatever ties to Platonism exist, they are more
biographical than an endorsement of a Neo-Platonic hierarchy or a
Jacob's ladder pilgrimage.
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II. The Development of Santayana's Materialism
A. uAt the Church Door"
In the soon to be published unexpurgated edition of his
autobiography, Santayana indicates his intellectual development is marked
by three steps: (1) materialism, and the insights that (2) the forms of the
good are divergent and that (3) each form is definite and final (Persons
and Places 169,17c);1 Santayana's "wavering between alternative views of
the world" ended with his materialism, while recognizing that the forms
of the good are divergent enabled him to "overcome moral and ideal
provincialism." Realizing that each form of the good is definite and final
led to the ancient realization that "integrity or self-definition is and
remains first and fundamental in morals" (170). These three insights
mark the mature thought of Santayana and are not consistent with a NeoPlatonic hierarchy or spiritual pilgrimage. There cannot be a uniform
hierarchy if there are diverse forms of the good, each complete in itself
and not convergent with other goods, and, therefore, many distinct paths
to integrity.
Neo-Platonism and religious perspectives did play eloquent roles in the
early development of Santayana's thought during a period he describes as
being "at the church door" (169). His intellectual materialism was
established by the time he was a "traveling student seeing the world in
Germany, England, and Spain ... ." (169); but it seems apparent that the
full statement and development of his materialism did not occur until
much later in his life. It was certainly in place by the time of Scepticism
and Animal Faith (1923) but not fully so at the time of The Life of Reason
(1905). Prior to the development of Santayana's materialism, he was "at
the church door" and clearly more open to religious commitments —
commitments he would later call projections from a material base.
B. Materialism and Projection
Santayana's materialism led to his rejection of Platonism and
Christianity, but, since he views them as projections from genuine
interests, his appreciation for the richness and quality of life they
represent is not lessened. In fact, Santayana's four ontological realms and
his view of the spiritual life clearly result from his rejection and
appreciation of these and other views, but some of his most devoted
readers were puzzled by Santayana's Platonic-like description of his
ontology as well as his endorsement of the spiritual life.
In
characteristically self-critical fashion, Santayana knew that his own
explanations were the source of some of the puzzlement. Astonishingly,
his efforts to clarify his philosophy resulted in no fewer than four
1
These three steps are described in marginal headings in Persons and Places. All marginal
headings were omitted in current published versions of Santayana's autobiography, but they
will be included in the critical edition to be published by MIT Press in 1986. These page
references are to the new critical edition.
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introductions to the realms of being: (1) Scepticism and Animal Faith, (2)
the Preface to the four-volume Realms of Being, (3) the "Apologia", and
finally (4) the Introduction to the one-volume edition of Realms of Being.
The first three are subjected to critical scrutiny in the last.
Though Santayana is critical of each introduction, their common
theme is the introduction of the "fundamental convictions of mankind"
(Realms of Being xxv). With Scepticism and Animal Faith, Santayana says he
committed a "tactical circumlocution, and perhaps a misleading one, in
beginning by a reductio ad absurdum of modern paradoxes" (xxv). His
purpose in discriminating the "realms of being had been to reassert our
fundamental convictions", but philosophical argumentation intervened
and left one not inclined to "recover his natural reason under the name
of animal faith" (xxv). His second introduction indicated "how these
kinds of reality may come to be distinguished by an animal mind in the
presence of nature" (xxv-xxvi). The third, according to Santayana, is
"perhaps the best for that part of the public which is more interested in
an author's life and in what people say of him than they are in his works.
Yet so labyrinthine an approach may block the way as much as it guides,
and may end in utter confusion ... ." (xxvi).
In all four efforts Santayana introduces the realms through a critical
and analytic investigation made "in the full light of human experience
and history" (RB xxviii). He is not describing an outlook limited to his
own perspective^ even when he writes in Scepticism and Animal Faith that
the realms "are only kinds or categories of things which I find
conspicuously different and worth distinguishing . . ." (vi). Santayana
assumes an intersubjectivity of experience: "I think it reasonable to
suppose that the beliefs that prove inevitable for me, after absolutely
disinterested criticism, would prove inevitable also to most human beings"
(RB xxix). Neither does he intend his realms to indicate a hierarchical
ordering of the world — an ordering that is the basis for justifying,
directing, or criticizing human actions; such an understanding would only
be a "metaphysical projection by which Existence is referred to the NonExistent as to its Ground" ("On Metaphysical Projection," 116).
C. Metaphysical Projection
Throughout his ontology, Santayana consistently indicates that matter
alone is the contingent basis for any order in the world as well as for any
order projected on the other realms. The realms of essence, truth, and
spirit are non causal. One may project order and force upon these
realms, but in themselves they have none. In the Realm of Essence
Santayana specifically contrasts his view with that of Plotinus: "In contrast
to such a Logos, the realm of essence forms rather a chaos than a
cosmos. Any special system has alternatives, and must tremble for its
frontiers; whereas the realm of essence, in its perfect catholicity, is placid
and safe and the same whatever may happen in earth or heaven" (RB 82).
The realm of essence is the realm of every conceivable possibility.
Projecting a structure on such a realm is to limit possibility to one's home
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dialect and personal imagination. Santayana's insight that the forms of
the good are divergent reveals a chaotic realm of possible goods not
logically or morally ordered by animal interests or talents. But a
perspective of neutrality toward every possible good, an "indiscriminate
sympathy with every form of life" (Persons and Places 170), is a perspective
one can only imaginatively achieve because its achievement is possible
only by a physical being with specific and definite interests. One may
recognize that every form of the good has its own perfection, and one
may respect that perfection, but "the right of alien natures to pursue
their proper aims can never abolish our right to pursue ours" (170).
Each form of the good is definite and final. O n e is not justified in
condemning a form of the good as stupid or cruel simply because it
differs from another form, even by chance one's own, but this does not
diminish one's right to pursue one's own good.
Santayana's outlook suggests that one is not forced to choose between
objective and subjective characterizations, but, rather, the reflective life is
a polarity between embodied interests and reflective imagination.
Imagination is free to survey possibilities and perspectives, "free from
good deeds, free from evil deeds" (RB 548); but it is dependent upon its
physical origin. "The only control which I can conceive exercised over
intuition is that exercised by matter" (OMP 125). If these roots are
broken, madness, not wisdom, results; but wisdom is possible so long as
one's self-knowledge reflects the polarity of poetic freedom and vested
animal interests.
Within this context there is a clear departure from Neo-Platonic
hierarchies and spiritual pilgrimages. Yet, the spiritual life is certainly
one form of the good, and, for Santayana, its imaginative freedom is a
goal of highest value. "It is only for the sake of this free life [of the spirit]
that material competence and knowledge of fact are worth attaining" (RB
x). T h e person christened Jorge Agustin Nicolas Santayana, whom we
know simply as George Santayana, embodied respect for all goods and
perspectives but cultivated his own with remarkable skill. He attempted
to avoid the parochialism of his limitations and the projection of his
interests on other beings or realms while preserving his own integrity by
pursuing the values consistent with his own perspective.
From the vested perspectives of animals in a physical world, order and
causal force may be projected on the realm of essence resulting in a
mental reality mistakenly being regarded as a material one.
Such
projections result from embodied animal interests and do not reflect the
inherent nature of the realm of essence. These metaphysical projections
are sometimes regarded as factors in the world but it is their material
base and not their projection that is the genuine causal force.
We may give these factors a psychological name and call them wills or acts of
will; we may even represent them to be conscious, or prophetic or an
intended result; and we may thus assimilate Platonism to panpsychism or to
the world of literary psychology. But ... we shall not thereby avoid an
ultimate materialism. The foundations of existence cannot in any case be
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other than existent, temporal, and arbitrary. (RB 390)

In "On Metaphysical Projection" Santayana details how a Neo-Platonic
hierarchy is projected as marking the steps of spiritual progress. H e
analyses the projection from matter, appearance, truth, unmanifested
Being, and finally to Pure Being,
Religious history identifies this
progression as distinct steps in the path of spiritual knowledge: "I will not
say the only path of progress open to the human soul, because life is
elastic; but certainly the path hitherto most familiar and sacred" (120).
Throughout this discussion Santayana is using the term 'projection* in the
psychological sense of externalizing a perception, i.e., of regarding a
conscious reality as an external one, and he concludes:
So much for the projection of an ontological hierarchy, marking stages of
spiritual emancipation, into a metaphysical world beyond the natural world,
or taking its place. The fable is transparent. The supremacy of eternal
things is moral and logical, not casusal; and it would be impossible to pass
genetically from pure Being and its modes (even if hypostatized into eternal
substances) to thing contingent, changeful, and existent (OMP 123).
Projections are fables. Only indirectly do they represent actual forces
in the world; but their poetic beauty, imaginative freedom, and even their
hierarchical orderings are to be admired and appreciated for what they
are, not for what they are taken to be. T h e reflective person finds the
polarity of disinterested contemplation and vested interest as the source
of wisdom, and, like a philosophical traveler, he may observe and
appreciate many orders and moralities, but he does not forget his animal
traces and the source of his wisdom. Throughout the development of his
philosophy, Santayana uses the metaphor of the traveler to describe the
polarity of the disinterested observer and the vested interests of a
particular being.

III. Santayana the Traveler
Santayana's predominate description of himself is in terms of a
traveler. In the last book of his autobiography he writes of living in
Rome "while preserving my essential character of stranger and traveller,
with the philosophic freedom that this implies" (My Host the World, p. 56).
And Richard C. Lyon, in his forthcoming introduction to the
autobiography has developed this metaphor as a basis for understanding
the life and work of Santayana.
T h e r e are clear distinctions between a traveler and a pilgrim. A
pilgrim has an ultimate goal and (if well-prepared) a hierarchical map for
directions; but a traveler, though not without destinations, has no
ultimate or final goal. His goals are contingent and his maps are judged
according to their adequacy for finding desired loci. Through creative
imagination and natural sympathy, the traveler may interpret the lives
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and journeys of others (including the pilgrim), but he remains a visitor
whose perspective is not confined to local circumstances and
commitments.
This interpretive stance makes Santayana's writings
unattractive to those who only value an active, committed, and productive
life. From the perspective of those with "roots" in a region, the traveler
may be perceived as distant, uninvolved, playful, and on holiday. The
festive, holiday-like celebration of the traveler marks Santayana's thought
as distinctive among the American pragmatists. Negatively, it is viewed as
distant, Olympian, uncaring and pessimistic; it is a perspective perhaps
tolerated if held by a guest, but it is not the vista of a friend with shared
beliefs and commitments. Positively, Santayana's outlook is considered
liberating. Poetic and literary, it is a celebration of life that recognizes
and understands universal ("catholic") contingency and individual
parochialism.
Henry Levinson has ably shown Santayana's sensitivity to the festive
and ritual qualities of humanistic inquiry ("Religious Criticism" 37-53).
This sensitivity runs counter to the outlooks of James and Royce and is
decidedly opposed to the age of "industrial supremacy" where "every
spontaneous faculty and liberal art" had been sacrificed to "the demands
of an overgrown material civilization" ("Philosophy on the Bleachers"
128). Santayana's "festive criticism" is, according to Levinson, a form of
cultural mediation as distinguished from judgment and, as such, provides
a model for modern religious criticism (53). The religious critic is an
interpreter, not judgmental from a particular perspective, but vitally
critical of religious thought as a religious traveler might be critical and
appreciative of many different forms and expressions of religious life.
The festive, interpretive traveler is well represented in Santayana's
chosen god: Hermes, the interpreter. "A traveller should be devout to
Hermes, and I have always loved him above the other gods for that
charming union which is found in him of youth with experience, alacrity
with prudence, modesty with laughter, and a ready tongue with a sound
heart* ("Hermes the Interpreter" 259). Hermes is a kindly god "who
does not preach, who does not threaten, who does not lay new, absurd, or
morose commands on our befuddled souls, but who unravels, who
relieves, who shows us the innocence of the things we hated and the
clearness of the things we frowned on or denied" (263).
Hermes the interpreter is at home in the world of discourse unraveling, decoding, and interpreting one perspective for another.
Likewise, Santayana approaches philosophy as reflective discourse,
understanding and interpreting many perspectives in the dialect of his
own ontology without endorsing those perspectives - a traveler with a
home dialect.

IV. Conclusion
Santayana's naturalism permits only arbitrary, temporal, contingent
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forces as the base for projections of order on any reality. No reality has
a discernible face except as projected from a non discursive, natural
structure. Within discourse on any conceivable reality (matter, essence,
truth, and spirit) one is on holiday — a traveler visiting, appreciating,
criticizing, or simply aware of perspectives and their provincialisms.
Likewise the traveler is a particular being with a home dialect and
perspectives generated by environment and physical history. For the
particular traveler Santayana, the values of respect for all realms and
integrity for one's self were central. Santayana's integrity, often described
in religious and Neo-Platonic terms, culminated in a spiritual life without
religious and Neo-Platonic commitments, and his pursuit of the spiritual
life did not preclude him from realizing its arbitrariness among a diversity
of goods or from realizing the finality of other perspectives.
Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.
Texas A&M University
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Naturalism and Generality
in Buchler and Santayana
Having read Santayana in Morris R. Cohen's class at New York's City
College, Justus Buchler first wrote about Santayana's philosophy in 1934
when, still an undergraduate, he reviewed Some Turns of Thought in
Modern Philosophy for the college's magazine, The Lavender. In 1936, he
and a friend, the late Benjamin Schwartz, edited the volume, Obiter
Scripta, which contains some of Santayana's most important papers. Still a
graduate student, Buchler continued to correspond with Santayana and in
later years produced other papers on his writings. In "One Santayana or
Two?" first published in 1954, Buchler singled out some of the traits that
mark Santayana as a great philosopher:
He revolutionized naturalism by giving it a new freedom of expression and a
new vocabulary, by widening the scope of its inventiveness .... He was a true
systematizer, yet he avoided extravagance . . . . He was a powerful analyst ...
primarily an analyst of structures, as philosophers perforce are; and of grand
and intricate structures, as Hegel was. And in helping naturalism out of its
starkness and rigidity he showed what it was in other traditions that was
available to liberal understanding. *
These comments reveal the commitment to naturalism and systematic
philosophy that Buchler shares with Santayana, and t h e ' d e e p admiration
that persists despite a sharp difference in outlook.
In this paper I shall make some comparisons between Buchler's
Metaphysics of Natural Complexes and Santayana's Realms of Being.
Santayana disliked the word 'metaphysics', which he used as a name for
"an attempt to determine matters of fact by means of logical or moral or
rhetorical constructions." 3 (He seems to have had in mind mainly Royce's
kind of idealist metaphysics, but he found Aristotle, too, "in the treatise
... first called by that name...materializing entities, turning harmonies into
forces, and dissolving natural things into terms of discourse" [SAF vii].)
But on Buchler's understanding of metaphysics as the analysis of generic
This paper was read to the Santayana Society, New York, December 29, 1984.
1
"One Santayana or Two?" The Journal of Philosophy, January 2 1 , 1954. Reprinted in
J o h n Lachs, ed.» Animal Faith and the Spiritual Life, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967,
pp. 66-72.
2
Justus Buchler, Metaphysics of Natural Complexes. New York and London: Columbia
University Press, 1966. Hereafter cited as MNC.
George Santayana, Realms of Being. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1927-1940.
, The Realm of Essence, 1927. Hereafter cited as RB.
, The Realm of Matter, 1930. Hereafter cited as RM.
, The Realm of Truth, 1938. Hereafter cited as R T .
, The Realm of Spirit, 1940. Hereafter cited as RS.
s
Santayana, Scepticism and Animal Faith: Introduction to a System of Philosophy. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923, p. vii. Work hereafter cited as SAF.
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traits, an analysis he insists must be morally neutral [MNC 62], Santayana
is a metaphysician. In general metaphysics or ontology, we are concerned
with traits generic to and definitive of whatever is, in so far as it is. But
there are also metaphysical investigations of lesser scope and limited
generality, analyses of the generic traits of discriminable orders of being.
Santayana's and Buchler's analyses of the essential traits of poetry are
both metaphysical in the second sense. 4 Santayana's Realms of Being, like
Buchler's Metaphysics of Natural Complexes, is designed to provide a general
metaphysics or ontology.
Both Santayana and Buchler deny that what they are engaged in is
cosmology. T h e Realms of Being, Santayana says, are not parts of a
universe or cosmos but "kinds or categories of things" which he finds to
be distinguishable and significant.
He will not speculate, as did the
Ionians, about what the universe does or does not contain. T h e r e may be
other Realms of Being to which he has no approach or which he has not
distinguished. [SAF vi-viii; RS 275] He is describing and extrapolating
from what is manifest to him, not mythologizing, egotistically, about
hidden realities.
Buchler is not doing speculative metaphysics either. He is trying to
determine, not what there is, but, on the basis of what he has found,
what it means for anything to be. Moreover, his system cannot be a
cosmology because it shows that the World at large cannot be a cosmos.
It is not a universe, not a unified system or order, but complex in a
radical way, an indefinitely extended and ramified multiplicity of
diversified orders. Each order is related to others, but none is related to
or contains all others. [MNC 100] Like Santayana, Buchler allows for the
possibility of constituents of the World which we do not or cannot know,
and he makes no claims of completeness for his system. But he argues
that its categories and principles are exemplified in what we discern and
that, whatever there may be, it must at least exemplify them.
Both men claim to be "naturalists," but each construes 'naturalism'
and 'nature' in a different way. For Santayana, naturalism is materialism,
and he identifies nature with the realm of matter, with substantial
existence. "From the point of view of origins...the realm of matter is the
matrix and the source of everything: it is nature, the sphere of genesis,
the universal mother." [RM ix] Nature is "substances standing and moving
in ordered ways," surrounding one and affecting one's own life and
growth. [SAF 234] T h e being of essences is independent of nature.
Nature, for Buchler, extends beyond existence. His naturalism, which
is a necessary consequence of the basic principles of his system, entails
that there can be nothing apart from or independent of nature or that is
not, in the fullest sense, a constituent of nature. Universals, thoughts,

4
George Santayana, Interpretations of Poetry and Religion. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1900, Chapter X.
Justus Buchler, The Main of Light: On the Concept of Poetry. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1974.
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imaginary constructions, logical relations are all natural complexes.
According to his principle of ordinality, anything that is is a natural
complex: an order of traits and a trait of other orders. All traits and
orders are natural complexes in the same sense. A trait, that is, is not a
definable character or essence, but any complex in its role within an
order; the complex as constituent. Every complex is constituted by
others; each enters into the constitution of others. Each is a condition of
the being of others and is dependent upon complexes that are conditions
of its being.
That is, every complex is efficacious and none is
independent. From this principle of ordinality it follows that no single
order of nature can be the matrix and source of all that comes to be, and
no order of being can be independent of nature. If there be orders of
matter, essence, truth, and spirit, all must be equally determinative of
other complexes and also equally conditioned and determined. However,
in Buchler's ontology, if there were complexes of these kinds they would
not comprise distinct realms. Rather, each essence, each existent, each
truth would be enmeshed in its own complex of orders, a complex
consisting of all and only those orders to which it was in any way related.
Every complex being both constitutive and constituted, nature, as
Buchler sees it, has two dimensions: It is natura naturansl "the providing,
the engendering condition," and it is natura naturata, "the [orders]
provided, the ordinal manifestation."5 The first, "providingness" [cf.
MNC 3], is identified by Buchler with ordinality, the principle that
pervades and governs all that is. The second, the provided, is "the
World's complexes." [OCW 165] But we must remember that it is
complexes that provide - that are - the ordinal conditions of the being
of others.
Since every complex is efficacious in some way and all are equally
conditioned and dependent, whatever the character of that dependence
(it may be causal, logical, etc.), it follows from the principle of ordinality
that no complex is ontologically more fundamental than any other.
Stated as simply as possible, this is Buchler's principle of ontological
parity, an essential component of his naturalism. There is, in his system,
no such thing as a higher or lower ontological status; there are no grades
of being. Nature is not a hierarchy. There are orders in nature whose
constituents are in some respects hierarchially organized, but the
hierarchy is one of individuating traits, not of ontological ones. Essence,
in this system, could not be ontologically prior to existence or to truth;
matter, even if it were causally prior to spirit, would still not be
ontologically prior.
To be is to be a natural complex: a trait of orders and an order of
traits. The remaining categories of Metaphysics of Natural Complexes
specify what this means.

5
Buchler, "On the Concept of the 'World',*' The Review of Metaphysics, June 1978, p. 165.
Work hereafter cited as OCW.
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Integrity and scope: A complex is located in (is a trait of) a given order
only in so far as it has a particular selection or order of traits. Buchler
calls such an order of traits an integrity.6 For example, a female human
being is located in a family as a daughter: the traits that constitute
daughterhopd are traits of that order and constitute her integrity in that
order, an integrity in terms of which she can be distinguished. T o be a
daughter is not to possess an essence but to have that particular ordinal
location. A complex may have more than one integrity, more than one
ordinal location. Its identity, its being one complex, is a function of the
relation between each of its various integrities and the order which they
constitute.
A complex may have traits that are related to its integrity in an order
but which may vary without changing that integrity. For example, the size
of a printed edition does not affect the integrity of a book. Such traits
are traits of scope. Nevertheless, each trait of scope has its own integrity
and may be a constituent of some other integrity. T h e size of the edition
is certainly a trait of the integrity of the book as a source of income.
Prevalence and Alescence: Partly as a solution to the paradox of the
"being" of "becoming," Buchler does not make being a metaphysical
category.
Santayana's distinction between actuality and existence in
general is related to his attempt to come to grips with this ancient
problem. It illustrates one kind of ontological priority in Santayana's
system, the assertion of grades of being. He calls attention to the
ambiguity of existence, always in process, ceasing to be one thing and
becoming something different. [RS 95] But in intuition, an individual
essence is arrested and defined. It is therefore an instance of "perfect
actuality," "the most intense form of existence." [RE 94-5] Santayana's
analysis of being also exemplifies another kind of ontological priority.
Pure Being is at the apex of a hierarchy, in which the being of other
essences and that of existence are successively lower levels, each
presupposing and exemplifying what is above it. fRE Ch. IV; RM vi]
Prevalence and alescence, Buchler's substitute for being as a category,
are not grades or degrees of being. They are mutually exclusive ordinal
statuses. Whether prevalent or alescent, a complex "is," but where it
prevails, its integrity and scope are inviolate; when or if it is alescent,
either its integrity or its scope is varied in some way. (An order is
prevalent or alescent as an order or with regard to a given trait or
integrity; the trait or integrity is a prevalence or alescence within the
order.)
T h e distinction is not that between being and becoming. Becoming
can prevail, as when all the seeds in a field are germinating. It is the
arising of a complex, the introduction of a trait into an order - for

6
An integrity therefore is the complex in a given respect, i.e., in a given ordinal location.
The integrities of the complex in its multiple ordinal location constitute its contour, an order
that may be varied and indefinitely extensible.
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instance, the onset of germination — that is an alescence. The addition of
a member to a group would be an alescence in its scope. But arising in
time is not the only kind of alescence. A trait that contrasts with the
integrity of a complex is also an alescence introduced into it. A girl in a
group of boys is an alescent trait.
Prevalence is not existence.
Logical truths prevail, and so do
counterfactual conditionals (in orders of discourse). I shall return to the
concept of existence shortly.
A complex is prevalent or alescent in an order, not in and of itself. It
may prevail in one order (with regard to one of its integrities) and be
alescent in another. An apple prevails as the fruit of a particular apple
tree. As starting to ripen, it is alescent. Buchler insists that every
complex must prevail in some order, whether or not there is an order in
which it is alescent. But he denies that prevalence is ontologically prior,
since in any given location a complex may have either status.
Strong and weak relevance: To be a trait of an order is to be related to
other complexes in the same order. Thus there is no complex without
relations, Buchler distinguishes two qualitatively different modes of
relatedness. Unlike Santayana, he rejects the distinction between internal
and external relations. A relation that does not affect a complex is no
relation at all. Related complexes mutually affect one another. But a
complex related to a second may be a condition of the latter's integrity or
it may only affect its scope. To affect the integrity of a complex is to be
strongly relevant to it; to affect its scope is to be weakly relevant to it. But
no complex can affect another in any way without involving each in the
scope of the other, so that related complexes are at least weakly relevant
to one another. According to Santayana, essences acquire external
relations in the flux of existence, relations that do not affect the essences
as such. Buchler would say that even if it were affected in no other way,
being implicated in existence would enlarge the scope of the essence.
Possibility and actuality: Possibilities, as Buchler defines them, are always
possibilities of and for selected complexes. Thus they are traits of those
complexes. There are no "pure" possibilities, and none that are eternal.
A pure possibility would prevail independently, outside of nature, and this
would violate the principle of ordinality. It is for this reason that there
can be, in this system, no essences, whose being is only their self-identity,
and no Realm of Essence, whose being is independent of all else.
Possibility and actuality are always mutually interdependent and
possibilities and actualities are equally efficacious. Some possibilities are
contingent upon other possibilities, as the possibility of conception is
contingent upon the possibility of fertilization. And the actualization of a
possibility may foreclose other possibilities and open up still others.
Every actuality is the actualization of a possibility, but the possibility need
not be prior in time: the actual remains possible, and there are
possibilities and actualities to which the passage of time is irrelevant.
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These are not eternal, but nontemporal. Numbers are actual and
nontemporal, and the mathematical operations that can be performed
using numbers prevail jointly with the numbers as possibilities for them.
Unlike essences, possibilities are not by definition universal. A
universal is one kind of possibility, the possibility of different complexes
having traits that are similar in a given respect. [MNC 180] The
possibility that Paul Kuntz will disagree with me is particular, though the
possibility of disagreement is a universal.
Again unlike Santayana, Buchler does not take actuality to be a kind
of existence. Instead, he sees the relation to be reversed. For one thing,
he points out that not all actualities are existents. In the order of natural
numbers, which is not an order of existents, five is the actual successor of
four and the actual predecessor of six. While he has not provided a
formal definition of existence, Buchler suggests that to exist is to prevail
as a spatio-temporal actuality* In any case, existence is neither a higher
nor a lower type of prevalence, and neither prevalence nor alescence,
actuality or possibility, is a higher way of being than its alternative.
To say that possibilities are traits of complexes is to say that possibility
is an ordinal status, a role a complex may play in an order. Buchler holds
this to be true of actuality as well. He defines possibilities as traits that
define ways in which a complex may continue or be extended. An
actuality is also a trait of a complex: the traits of a complex that are
actual define its established condition. That he is Gertrude's son is an
actual trait of Hamlet. Both he and his mother are actual traits in the
order of Shakespeare's play.
Possibilities are alternatives for a complex, and mutually contradictory
alternatives may4prevail jointly for it in a given respect or order. This is
not the case with actualities. If an actuality prevails in an order, its
prevalence is exclusive in a special way. Every prevalence excludes
variant traits. But an actuality, if it prevails, excludes not only its variation
or alteration but also the prevalence of contradictory actualities. If
contradictory possibilities prevail for a complex in some respect (order),
only one may be actualized, even if its contradictory remains possible.
II
Metaphysics is characterized by its generality. In line with the
distinction between ontology, as completely general, and the metaphysical
analysis of a determinate order, let me define three types of metaphysical
generality: (1) Systematic generality; (2) Ontological generality; (3)
Genericness.
Systematic generality: An ontology that is fully general is universal in
scope, encompassing whatever is (or was or may be) within a single
conceptual frame. It therefore provides a foundation for metaphysical
analysis of any and all orders of being. It is in this sense that it is
systematically general.
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Ontological generality: A category, according to Buchler, is "a concept of
broad scope functioning to interpret and explain on a given level of
generality."7 Ontological categories, as I am here defining them, are at the
highest level of generality. They apply to anything that is, just in so far
as it is, regardless of its integrity.
Genericness: Buchler speaks of metaphysics as a search for generic traits.
Ontological categories may be said to be generic in that they single out
the traits that distinguish what is, in so far as it is. But I shall reserve the
adjective 'generic' for categories applicable to selected orders. Generic
categories identify the traits that distinguish an order from others. Those
that are of interest in metaphysics distinguish orders that are widespread
or pervasive.
The structure of concepts developed in Metaphysics of Natural
Complexes is systematically general. It excludes nothing from its purview,
and is articulated in Buchler's treatment of specific orders. These
include a metaphysics of the human process (i.e., of 'proception') and a
metaphysics of utterance (Buchler's general theory of human judgment).
Since judgment is a distinguishing trait of proception, the theory of
judgment is a component of the metaphysics of proception. Buchler's
metaphysics of method and of poetic utterance extend and elaborate the
metaphysics of judgment. In each, categories of the more general
analyses are applied. For example, a perspective ('perspective* is a
generic category in the metaphysics of proception and judgment) is a
special kind of order. The modes of judgment Buchler distinguishes with
his generic categories of active, exhibitive, and assertive judgment are
shown to be exemplified in methodic activity, and poetry is shown to
exemplify exhibitive judgment and the kind of methodic judgment
Buchler terms 'query*. The category of prevalence and the principle of
ontological parity are used to illuminate the concept of poetry.
• As I have tried to show, the categories of the metaphysics of natural
complexes are ontologically general. To be is to be a natural complex, an
order of traits with integrity and scope, located as a trait, strongly or
weakly related to other traits, in other orders. It is to prevail or be
alescent as an actuality or a possibility in some order. These categories
identify the conditions of being, conditions that are fulfilled by all
complexes in so far as they may be said "to be," regardless of what they
are. The categories of the metaphysics of proception and judgment, in
contrast, are generic, not ontological. They characterize selected orders,
not complexes qua complexes. They define what it means to be located
in these orders, rather than what it means to be.
Santayana's system in Realms of Being is also a structure of interrelated
metaphysical categories. It contains a systematically general ontology, but
7

Buchler, "Reply to Anton," The Southern foumal of Philosophy, Spring 1976, p.86,
Despite the fact that MNC was written after TGT, NJ» and CM, these three books
elaborate the structure of ontological categories Buchler was later to present in a formal way.
8
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it goes beyond ontology. That is, some of its categories are of less than
ontological generality. Matter and essence are both ontological. Spirit
and truth are generic.
In Santayana's ontology, to be is either to have a definition - the
being of essence — or to be an essence exemplified in the material flux
and thereby implicated in external relations (relations not involved in the
definition of the essence) - i.e., to exist. Existence cannot be defined
without appeal to matter and essence both. Internal and external
relations, too, must count as ontological categories, since whatever is has
internal or external relations, and its mode of relatedness is definitive of
its mode of being. Being, existence, and actuality, too, are ontological
categories, statuses of beings as beings. Substance would also seem to be
ontological, since it is the most general category in the analysis of what it
means to be as an existent. Yet if existence and essence are separate
realms, substance is a generic category, definitive of the realm of
existence.
Santayana shows spirit to be a generic trait of nature in the same
sense that, for Buchler, judgment is a generic trait of proception: If
spirit did not arise within it, nature would be other than it is. But like
being a judgment, being an instance of spirit is not an ontological status.
Its status is that of an existent of a particular kind. Like Buchler's
category of proception, though somewhat broader in scope and narrower
in integrity, spirit is a generic category. Along with psyche, it is a
category in what* we may call Santayana's 'metaphysics of sentient life*. It
is a distinctive trait of life at a high level of complexity and coherence.
In Buchler's system, the metaphysics of truth is part of the
metaphysics of utterance. This does not mean that analysis of the generic
traits of truths is not metaphysics: it is. And it does not mean that truth
is not a feature of nature: to be true is to be true in the World, to be
true in some perspective and in the order or orders in which that
perspective is located. Like all complexes, truths are constituted by and
constituents of other complexes.
But truth as a category is not
ontological: It does not apply to what is, in so far as it is. It is applicable
to what is asserted or affirmed, as asserted, as affirmed. Truth is a
generic trait of judgment. Eligibility for validation in terms of truth and
falsity distinguishes assertive judgments from those in other modes.
I take truth to be a generic category in Santayana's system because it
is a property of essences qua essences rather than a trait or way or
condition of being.
Santayana himself says of truth that it is
"ontologically something secondary" [RT ix], because it is dependent for
its definition, and hence for its truth, upon matter. Though it is eternal,
"Its eternity is but the wake of the ship of time, a furrow which matter
must plough upon the face of essence." [RT ix; from SAF 227-9] In
Buchler's system, truths (true propositions) about existence are dependent
upon time. But not all truths are so dependent. For example, logical
truths are not. For Buchler, they are nontemporal actualities. The
utterance of such a truth is a complex in time, a trait of the scope of the
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affirmation. But time is not a constituent of the integrity of what such a
truth affirms.
Truths about existence arise and prevail in time, as
possibilities and as actualities, in orders of assertive discourse. A truth
may cease to prevail as a truth about the present (the ceasing is an
alescence), yet continue to prevail, through time, as a truth about the
past. No truths are eternal, but none are ontologically secondary.

Concluding Remark
T h a t Paul Kuntz and I can read Santayana's metaphysics so differently
may seem paradoxical.
But Santayana was both a hard-headed
metaphysician and a Christian, a Catholic; and I see the two aspects of his
thought to be connected by the principle of ontological priority that is
embodied in his Platonism. Together they comprise, not a "seamless
whole," but a unity in multiplicity, an order of judgments of great
richness and subtlety that invites continuing query. As Buchler says, at
the conclusion of "One Santayana or Two?" "If, when all is said and
done, there are two Santayanas, if with one substance we must associate
two essences, so much the better."
Beth J. Singer
Brooklyn College, CUNY

ANNOUNCEMENT
T h e Society's annual meeting will mark t h e forthcoming publication
by the M I T Press of Persons and Places, Santayana's complete
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Un Matrimonio
In his youth, Santayana wrote a novela entitled "Un Matrimonio". It and a
translation are printed on the following two pages.1
The Spanish text was reproduced in the journal Indice in 1952.2 It
was apparently written by Santayana when he was eight years old.
However a certain interesting ambiguity attends the dating of the
composition of Santayana's first "novel." If it was written in Avila, it may
well have preceded 1872, the year in which in June, Agustin Santayana
and his son set out from Spain to join the rest of the family in Boston.
Josefina and her two daughters had been in Boston since 1869, and
Roberto since 1867. If young George wrote in Spain between ages five or
six and eight, his work was a precocious, charming attempt to put himself
imaginatively back in the family circle, particularly back in the presence
of his favorite Susana, whose experience with Queen Cristina the piece
reflects. If the narrative was written in Boston, where it was undoubtedly
"published," it shows the young boy celebrating his reunion with Susana
and the others.
A second part of this "novel," entitled "Un Viaje" is lost.3

UN MATRIMONIO
POR

JORGE SANTAYANA
Imprenta de
R. S. STURGIS &COMP
1872

This "novel* appears in the forthcoming biography of Santayana written by John
McCormick, and is printed here by courtesy of its publisher, A. A. Knopf, New York. The
editors are grateful to John McCormick for his translation and comments.
2
E. Ducay, "Una Novela Inedita de Santayana escrita a Los Ocho Aflos," Indice de Artes y
Letras (Madrid), Nov. 15, 1952. The text is presented here as found in the Indice article,
without accents.
s
See the entry in the Bibliographic Update below in the Chronological Listing of
Primary Sources under the year 1871.
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A MARRIED COUPLE
Chapter III
One day as they were in the gardens, they saw that the Queen was
approaching. They stood up, because
the Queen was near them, and they did
not want her to see them. They moved
to a pathway that they believed would
be off the Queen's route, but yes, she
passed just by them in such a way that
they greeted her and followed her until
they all sat down and had the following
conversation. (Luisa's husband had
gone away.)

Chapter I
There lived in a certain city a gentleman and his wife, whom he loved
very much. They had been married for
four months, when one night they went
to the cafe, leaving their house empty,
as was their habit on other occasions.
They sat talking in the following
words:
"Look over there, Enrique," Luisa
said to her husband, "What are the
names of those two? Don't you think it
would be a good idea if we took a trip
to La Granja?"
"Yes, I think it would be a good
idea, but when would you like to
leave?"
"On the first of the month."
"Which train shall we take then?"
"The eight o'clock, because then
we shall arrive at six in the morning."
"Fine. It's late now; well then, let's
go to bed. Well then, good night."
"Good night."

Chapter IV
The conversation announced in the
previous chapter is this:
(Her Majesty): "Have you any children?"
"No."
"You are married?"
"Yes."
"If you would like to ride in my
carriage with me tomorrow, you may
do so."
"Yes."
"Then come to the palace tomorrow and we shall go out in the carriage."
"Many thanks to your Majesty for
your offer to me."
"Not at all. But here it is rather
cool; so goodbye then."
"A very good afternoon to your
Majesty."
(The two part, each in her own
direction.)

Chapter II
Of the intervening days there is
nothing to relate. The day of their
departure was the first of May.
When they arrived at La Granja
and after finding their bearings, they
went to the gardens, in which they
remained until noon, which was lunch
time, because they took their meals in
the French manner.

Chapter V
Nothing else happened to them
that summer worth reporting; so then
we pass on to the trip to Bilbao, the
city in which they lived.
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CAPITULO I
Vivia en una ciudad un caballero con
su mujer, a quien el mucho queria.
Ya hacia cuatro meses que estaban
casados, cuando una noche se fueron a la
tertulw, donde solian ir y se hallaron la
casa vatia, de manera que se marcharon a
su casa otra vez.
Estando hablando, tomaron esta conversation.
-Mira, Enrique, dip Luisa a su marido, que estos eran los nombres de ellos
dos-, ino te parece Men que hagamos un
viaje a la Granjat
-St, Hen me parece, pero icuando quieres ir?
-El puimero de mes.
-Pues en que tren vamos a ir?
-En el tren de las ocho, porque llegaremos alii a las seis de la mariana.
-Bueno. Ya es tarde; conque vamos a
la cama; conque buenas noches.
—Buenas noches.

CAPITULO III
Estando un dia en los jardines vieron
que venia la reina, por lo cual se levantaron, porque ya venia cerca, y no quermn
que la reina los viese, y se metieron vor
unos caminos por donde crewn que no
pasaria la reina; pero si, por alii paso; de
manera que la saludaron y siguieron con
ella hasta que se sentaron y tuvieron la
conversation siguienie. (El marido de Luisa
se habia marchado de alii.)
CAPITULO IV
La conversation que en el capitulo
anterior se ha anuntiado es esta:
(Su Majestad). ~jTu tienes aigun hijo?
-No
-gTu estas casada?
- •

Si

-Pues ven a palatio manana y saldremos in coche.
-Tantas gratias por lo que su Majestad me ofrece!
-No hay que darlas, pero aqui hace
bastante fresco; conque adios.
-Buenas tardes tenga Su Majestad.
(Se marchan las dos, cada una por su
lado.)

CAPITULO II
En estos dias no hubo ninguna cosa
que contar. El dia de su marcha era el
primero del mes de Mayo.
Cuando llegaron a la La Granja desCAPITULO V
pues de haber buscado donde estar, se
No les paso en el verano ninguna otra
fueron a los jardines, donde estuvieron
hasta las doce, que era la hora de almor- cosa de importantia para contar; conque
pasaremos al viaje para Bilbao, que era la
zar, porque comian a lafrancesa.
ciudad donde ellos vivian.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CHECKLIST
THIRD UPDATE

David Wapinsky has completed an extensive search for bibliographical
material to supplement George Santayana: A Bibliographical Checklist,
1880-1980 (Bowling Green: Philosophy Documentation Center, 1982),1
and the following checklist is the result of his work. The editors wish to
express their clear appreciation for this contribution to Santayana
scholarship.
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February 3,

Garrigues, Emilio. "La muerte de Santayana." Insula, 15 November 1952, 1. 4.
VII, No. 83. (Checklist #690)
Hope, Richard. "Santayana's Conception of Society, Social Idols and Ideals." The
Columbia University Quarterly, XXIX, 1937.
Indice. "Tres Cartas de Santayana a su Gran Amiga Mercedes Escalera," VII,
numero 56 (1952). (Checklist #683)
Irazusta, Julio. "Una opinidn de Santayana sobre el testimonio filosdfico de
Proust." Sur, no. 26 (November 1936), VI, 121-124. (Checklist #540)
Iriarte, Joaquin. "Como era Santayana:hacia la vera imagen de este estrano
matritense." Razon y Fe, 148 (1953), 11-22.
(Reprinted in his Pensares y
Pensadores, 90-102. Madrid: Raz6n y Fe, 1958. xiii) (Checklist #745)
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Iriarte, Joaquin. "El solitario del Monte Celio y su catolicismo estetico renaniano."
Razdn y Fe, 146 (1952), 292-307. (Reprinted in his Pensares y Pensadores, 36
(1953), 417-426.) (Checklist #693)
Iriarte, Joaquin, S. I. "El Centenario de un Solitario, Jorge Santayana(l 863-1963)."
Razdn yFe, CLXVIII, ntimero 791, 1963. (Checklist #888)
Iriarte, Joaquin, S. J. "II Solitario del Monte Celio, e il suo cattolicesimo estetico
renaniano." Vita e Penskro, XXXVI, 1953.
Lida, Raimundo. "George Santayana." Marcha, XIV/4, numero 641, 1952.
Lida, Raimundo* "Santayana y Browning." Sur, XII, numero 99, 1942.
Life. "Santayana Wrote His Epitaph on Last Page of Notebook," October 13, 1952,
45. (with facsimile) (Checklist #698)
Mejia Sanchez, Ernesto. "Del primer Santayana." Anuario de Letras (Mexico), 3
(1963), 267-273. (On Santayana's "Cervantes.") (Checklist #894)
Moreno, Julio L. "La metaflsica de George Santayana: una filosofla de la
desilusidn." Numero (Montevideo), 4 (1952), No. 20, 254-258. (Checklist #700)
The New York Times. "Santayana, 88, Death at Convent in Rome," September 28,
1952.
••

P. P. S. "Comentario sobre Jorge Santayana." Estudios Americanos, V, 1953.
Paseyro, Ricardo. "Santayana en su vida." Indice, 15 October 1952, 4. (Checklist
#703)
Pinera Llera, Umberto. "Jorge Santayana." Origenes X, no. 33, 1953.
Pla y Beltran. "Unas palabras sobre Jorge Santayana." El National, December 15,
1952.
Rivas Saenz, Arturo. "Belleza, Arte y Poesia en la estetica de Santayana," El Hijo
Prddigo III, 1944. (a review of Lida's book on George Santayana)
Rodriguez Paramo, J. "Estudios Marginales, George Santayana (I)." Revista de Las
Indias , 349-361, XXIV, 1945.
Rodriguez Paramo, J. "Estudios Marginales, George Santayana (II).* Revista de Las
Indias, 201-219, XXIV, 1945.
Rodriguez Paramo, Jorge. "George Santayana, Textos y Documentos." Revista De
Laslndias, XXII, 1944*
Rodriguez Feo, Jose. "George Santayana, Critico de una cultura." Origenes, I no. 1,
35-38, 1944.
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Sanchez, Luis Alberto. "El Descarnado Gaballero Don Jorge Agustin Nicolas De
Santayana y Borras, Recuerda su In fancia. "Revista National de Cultura, VII, no.
47, 1944.
Sender, Ramdn J. "Santayana, el gran hombre dal margen." Cuademos (Paris), no. 2
(June-August 1953), 52-54. (Checklist #756)
Sender, Ramdn. "Santayana Espaftoi Del 98." Lets Esparias, VIII, no. 23-25, 1953.
Sender, Ramdn Jose. Unamum, Valle Incldn, Baroja y Santayana: ensayos crttkos.
Mexico: Ed. De Andrea, 1955. 173 p. (Checklist #797)
Soto, Luis Emilio. "*Dialogos en el Limbo' es una muestra de pensamiento vivo."
Argentina'Libre, July 5, 1941.
Stein, William Bysshe. "Santayana and the Literary Tradition." Modern Language
Notes, 73 (1958), 23-25. (Includes letter of Santayana.) (Checklist #828)
Teja Zabre, Alfonso. "La arqultectura barroca de Santayana." El National, I de
Febrero, 1953.
Time. "George Santayana 1863-1952," 6 October 1952, 54. (Checklist #717)
Time. "Santayana's Testament," October 27,1952.
Torre, Guillermo de. "Jorge Santayana," (de Homenaje a-la memoria de Federko
de Onis). La Torre, XVI, n. 59 (1968).
Uzcategui, Emilio. "Jorge Santayana, un fildsofo incomprendido." Filosofla (Quito),
1 (January-June 1953), 123-127. (Checklist 762)
Van Doren, Carl, "Jorge Santayana, Poeta." Grafos, V, no. 55-56, 1937. (appears to
be a translation of "Tower of Irony: George Santayana, Ambassador to the
Barbarians.") (Checklist #465)
*
Verisani Velloso, Arthur. "Dewey e Santayana." Kriterion, 6 (1953), 220-225.
(Checklist #763)
Zardoya, Concha. "Poesia y estilo de George Santayana." Cuademos Americanos
(Mexico), 49 0anuary-February 1950), XLIX, no. 1, 130-156. (Checklist #665)
Zardoya, Concha. "Santayana y Espafia.." Insula, 15 November 1952, 1, 4, 8.
(Checklist #722)
Zardoya, Concha. Verdad, Belleza y Expression, (Barcelona, 1967), 65-101.
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Additions to
George Santayana:
A Bibliographical
Checklist,
1880-1980

Abbagnano, N. Storia delle Filosofie vol. 3, 604-609, 1st. ed. (1950) 2nd. ed. (1965)
has no additions or changes. (Only Santayana year of death)
Alonso Gamo, Jose M.. "Santayana, hoy" Mundo Hispanico (June, 1976).
Aschenbrenner, ed. Aesthetic Theories. Princeton, N . J . 1965. G. Santayana - Intro:
369-70. The Sense of Beauty excerpt 371-386.
Ayala, Juan. "J. Santayana Vida y Tragedia" Filosofla y Letras, 37-47, enero/junio,
1953.
Bennett, C. "Symbolic Theories, Sabatier and Santayana" Dilemmas of Modern
Knowledge, 47-70.
Berti, L. "Disegno di Santayana" Bocca Forto Secondo, (1944), 250-253.
Berti, L. "G. Santayana" Storia della Lettere Americans, vol. 3, 327-330, 1961.
Burtt, E. A. Types ofReligous Philosophy, Harper, 1939. Reprinted, 1.951.
Chambers, L. "Gide, Santayana, Chesterton and Browning." Comparative Literature
Studies, 216-18* 1970.
Davila, Carlos. "La Exterfla Concepcion Politica de S." Revista de Amer. Bogota,
413-417, 1951.
De Boer, T.
1929.

"Het Spinozisme van Santayana" Tydschrift voor Wijshegeerte, 81-90t,

De Boer, T. "The Realism of George Santayana" Amerikanische Denkers 113-133,
1935.
Debrat, Cola. "Santayana Maast Refrein Vertd" Baanbricker Maart, 1946.
Diaz, E. "Un Filosofo Espaflol" Vanguardia June 11, 1951.
Farre, L. "El pensamiento de Santayana" Ipna Lima, (July 1953), 14-25.
Hamburg, Carl, and Roberts. Studies in Recent Philosophy, Tulane University, 1963.
Harding, D. W. "Above the Tossing Wave." Listener, 548, 551, October 20, 1968.
Hartle, R. "Gide's interpretation of Browning" Texas Studies in Eng., 244-56, 1949.
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Kruse, C. "A filosofla norteamericano contem." Rev. Brasil, de Filo. 7 (1957),
173-186.
Larroyo, F. "G. Santayana" Historia de la Filosqfia Norte-Americano, (1946), 153-160.
Lemmens, H. "G. S." Studies (March 1953), 7-14, Duquesne University.
Leuba, Ward and E. Dilworth Two Dialogues, 1-27, Privately Printed, 1974.
Lewisohn, L. Cities and Men 59-69, Harper, 1927.
Lida, R. "Santayana and the Autonomy of the Aesthetic" Cuademos Americanos,
122-133,1979,
Lippman, Walter. "A Footnote to Santayana" Saturday Review of Literature, Dec. 7,
1929, 513. (Response to Santayana's "Enduring the Truth", a review of
Lippman, A Preface to Morals in Saturday Review of Literature Dec. 7 , 1929.
Lopez-Quintas, A. "J. S.", Filosofo Esp. Contemp., 3-22, 1970.
Lopez-Quintas, A. "J. S." Gran. Enc. RIALP, tomo XX, 833-4, 1974. (Dictionary
article on George Santayana)
Literary Writing in America 8 vols. Millwood, N. Y.: Kto Press, 1977.
Luccock, Halford E. Contemp. Amer. Lit. and ReL (1934), 166.
Mais, S. P. B. Why We Should Read, 65-75. Dodd, Mead, 1921.
McFadden, G. "The Esthetic in G. S." Studies, 15-28. Pittsburg, Pa: Duquesne
University, 1953.
Morpurgo-Tagliabe, Guido. UEsthetique Contemporaire, 194-200, 200-204 passim.
Milan, 1960.
Nagel, E. Portrait of a Philosopher. Description of Santayana in a letter to Morris
Cohen.
Nation. "Joy of Detachment," April 11, 1953, 377.
Origo, Iris Images & Shadows 1970, 72.
Santayana) (passim.)

(contains an original letter from

Origo, Iris. A Need to Testify, 22, 1983.
Paei, E. "Santayana, G." Diccionario di Filosofla.
Pepper, S. C. The Basis of Criticism in The Arts, Harvard, 1956.
"Mechanistic (sic) Criticism."

Chapter 2:

Quattrocchi, L. "Opposition to Modern Thought" Fiera Letteraria, Nov. 2, 1952.
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Rodriguez Feo, J. "G. S. Critica de una eultura," Origenes 1 no. 1, 35-38, 1944.
Rodriguez Feo has a letter from Santayana which he showed to Wallace Stevens.
Rodriguez Feo is now living in Cuba. He was interviewed in a book on L. A.
thinkers.
Sanchez-Trincado, J. "G. Santayana." Betacora, (Caracas). (May-June, 1944), 32-40.
Santos Escudero, E. Bibliography of Spanish Philosophers from 1900 to 1970 (1984).
Stallknicht, N. George Santayana. University of Minn., Pamphlet #100, 48 p. 1971.
Subramania Aiyer, A.N.
283-285, 1965/1966.

"Santayana and Vedanta*Vedanta Kasare (Madras), 52,

Szymd, J. "Esthetic Ideas of G. S." Studio Estetyizne Vol 2, Warsaw, 1965. (in Polish)
Szymd, J. "La Doctrine Morale de George Santayana" Studi Filo. 24 (1943) 19-46.
Van Hoek, K. "Spain-Santayana" John O'Londons Weekly 677-678, Nov. 2, 1951.
Vasconcelos, Jose. Historia De La Pensamiento Filosofia, Mexico, 438-439, 1950.
Vivas, E., ed. The Problem of Aesthetics. Excerpts from S.'s Reason in Art 514-530.
West, P. "S. Weil, The Fossils of Piety," Canadian Forum, 246-248, February, 1959.
Yendovizky, V. D, "Contemplation of Essence of Animal Faith," Philosophy of George
Santayana, Vaprossy Filosofie, 123-34, 1964.
Zardoya, Cohcha. "Santayana," Verdad, Belleza y Expression Barcelona (1967),
65-101.

Translations
Bonilla, A. "Tres Cartas de Jorge Santayana.", Revista de Filosofla, de la
Universidad de Costa Rica, I, #4, 1958,
Indice, "Poema Aut6grafo de Jorge Santayana.", VII, #56, 1952.
La Gaceta del Fondo de Cultura Econtimica, trans, into Spanish of "Preface" to Realms
of Being: Systems of Ph., (Aug. 1957). (Mex.) #60 (Checklist #238)
Santayana, Jorge. "Breve Historia de mis Ideas.", Indice, VII, #56, 1952.
Santayana, Jorge. "Breve Historia de mis Opiniones.", Sur, III, #7, 1933. Trans,
by A. Marichalar.
Santayana, Jorge. "El Ultimo Puritano: Prologo.", Sur, VII, #34, 1937.
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Santayana, Jorge. "Epilofo a mi anfitrio"n el mundo.", Origenes, Aflo VI, #21, 1949.
(Traducci6n del ingles.) (Checklist #322)
Santayana, Jorge. "Introduci6n a mi Filosofia.", Rev. Ind., XXII, 1944.
Santayana, Jorge. "Los Reinos Del Ser.*, Presente, I, #13, 1936.
Santayana, Jorge. "Mi Poesia.", Letras Del Ecuador, VIII, #79, 1952.
Santayana, Jorge. "Prdlogo el 'Reino de la Verdad'.", Sur, IX, #63, 1939.
Santayana, Jorge. "Tres cartas de Santayana a su gran amiga Mercedes Escalera.",
Indice, VII, #56, October 15, 1952, 1-3. (trans, by Eduardo Ducay) (Checklist
#683)
Santucci, A., ed. 11 Pensiero di G. S., 1975. (Checklist #375)
Savater, F. "Introduction" to The Last Puritan Spanish trans., rpt., Barcelona,
Spain, 1981.
Time, "Un Soneto de George Santayana.", October 6, 1952.
Trilling, Lionel, (trans.). "Lotze's Moral Idealism" (into Spanish) Asomante (Puerto
Rico), July-Sept. 195(7?).
Zabel, (trans.). Tragic Philosophy in Lit. Opinion in American ed., 1968. (Italian
trans.)

Miscellaneous Primary Sources
The Letters of Santayana to Mrs. Gardner are in the American Art Archives.
Santayana, George. Letter to Rodriguez Feo (Cuban), Biographies of Wallace
Stevens, poet, mention Stevens reading it and quoting from it.

Chronological Listing of Primary Sources
1871
"Un Viaje." Santayana wrote this shortly before his voyage to Boston. This is the
second part of "Un Matrimonio" published by Indice. It is lost, (under curious
circumstances.) Eduardo Ducay writes that Mercedes Escalera mailed it to the
author - Santayana, "but it is in somebody else's hands*. The two articles by
Ducay need clarification or investigation. Cf. Indice Oct. 15, 1952; Indice Jan(?)
1953. Indice letras y artes Madrid. As I read it now again Mercedes sent the part
"Un Viaje" to Santayana himself. Cory's papers?
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1894

Sonnet "A Dedication" - Sonnet written for Sonnets and Other Verses but not
included. Held by Huntington Library (San Marino, California.)

1901
A Hermit of Carmel - an addition^) to its verses. Columbia Univ. has a copy with
manuscript Verse on Fly-Leaf signed George Santayana.

1918
Sastre, Susana de (Sturgis) Letters to C. Davis 1918, 1920, 1921 (3a.l.s.) Butler
Library, Columbia Univ., NYC.

1921
Harvard Graduate Magazine V. 30, n. 117, Sept. 1921, 32-6. This unsigned reply to
Prof. Miller is regarded by Shohig Terzian and Buchler as by G. Santayana.

1924
Letter from G. S. in Munsterberg, M. "S. at Cambridge." Amen Mercury, 72.

1926
"Scholasticism." by G. Santayana in Zybara, J. ed. Present Day Thinkers and the New
Scholasticism, An International Symposium. 74-76.

1935
"Why I am Not a Marxist." Mss. is at N.Y.P. Library as "Ulterior Considerations."

1940
The Works of G. Santayana. 15 Volumes.
Oling Hilderschein (Germany).

Reprinted in 1978 in 15 Volumes by
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1942
Diez-Canedo, Enrique. "Una Novela de Jorge Santayana.", Cuademos Americanos, I,
#1, 1942. (Reseflo de la Novela El ultimo puritano.) (Checklist #398)

1944
Bulletin of Yale Univ. Notice of letters from G. S. July 1, 1944.
Casseres, Benjamin de. "I have 3 or 4 letters from Santayana that I treasure," Daily
Mirror, "The March of Events" column, March 1944. (These letters are in The
Brooklyn Public Library.)

1946
Savater, F. "Introduction" to rpt. (1981; Barcelona) of Ultima Puritano, Va. Q. Rev.
(Apr. 1936).

1948
Letters from G. S. Cf. p. 87, J. Duron Pensee di G. Santayana.
"The Virtue of Avicenna." MISSING Cf. p. 269 (footnote) of Santayana, The Later
Years by D. Cory. Daniel Cory writes, "I believe, however, that he gave it (the
fourth Dialogue) to Hans Reichardt, the young companion of his old friend, the
Baron Albert von Westenholz."

1950
Santayana, George. *U. S. 'not ready* to Rule Earth", Daily News. As reported by
Reynolds Packard, September 24-25, 1950.

1951
Santayana, George.
1951(1).

"On Philosophical Synthesis" quoted in East & West no. 1,

Santayana, George. Quotations in East & West no. 1, "On Philosophical Synthesis*
1951.
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1952

Ducay, E. "Una Novela Inedita de Santayana escrita a Los Ocho Aflos." Indice, no.
57, 1952.
"Letter" by G. S. to Clemens, C. in Commonweal. Oct. 1952, 60-62.
"Letter to an Editor." in Indice, October 15, 1952.
"Traduccidn de un poema de Jorge Guillen, hee por Santayana.", Indice, VII, no.
56, 1952. (Checklist #910)
"Tres Cartas." of G. S. to Mercedes Escalera in Indice. October 15, 1952.
"Un Fragmento de Santayana." trans, by Juan Ramon Jimenez Insula, Nov. 15,
1952/1953 with an introductory sentence by Jimenez.

1953
Letters (2) to Miss Ford p. 598 in Nuevos Pensadores (1963) by J. Iriarte.

1954
Ford, Anne. "Los Chocolates del fil6sofo Santayana." Trans. Joaquin Iriarte.
Hechos y Dichos, 29 (1954), 250-254. (Reprinted in Joaquin Iriarte, Nuevos
Pensares, 594-599. Madrid: Razdn y Fe, 1963. xvi, 615 p.) Has two letters by
G. S. to Anne Ford. It describes a visit to G. S. and some conversation.
(Checklist #773)

1959
"Ten Letters and a Foreword of G. S." The letters are to Augusto Guzzo.
However, the preface is to Guzzo's translation of The Idea of Christ in the Gospels.
Made by Guzzo and his wife.

1960
Letter to M. Hoehn (August 10, 1939) in Charles Frankel, Golden Age of American
Philosophy 1960.

1961
Letter in Kirkwood's S. Saint of the Imagination, 234-5.
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Letter to Morris Cohen Portrait of a Philosopher Life & Letters of Morris Cohen. Ed. by
Rosenfield.

1962
Letter to J. Auslander between pages 96 and 97 in Bruno Lind's book.
Nine Letters to Bruno Lind p. 154-172, passim., Vagabond Scholar.

1963
Cory, Daniel. Santayana, the Later Years. Many Letters and dialogues of S.

1964
Santayana, George. On Emerson in Emerson Society Quarterly no. 37, 60-61 with
remarks by Maurice F. Brown.

1965
"Dante" in Revista de Bellas Artes (Mex.) Mar./April 1965, 95-106.

1966
Gamo, Alonso Un Espanol en el Mundo. Poetry of Santayana in English and Spanish
translation, 254-479.
Fascimile of a Letter to Unamuno (Dec. 28, 1913). (original in Spain in Unamuno
Collection)

1972
"Invincible Autonomy." Sou^rn Journal of PMosopMy, 107-8, 1972.

1979
Dawson, Hugh J. "American and the West at Mid-Century: An Unpublished
Santayana Essay on the Philosophy of Enrico Castelli." Journal of the History of
Philosophy, 17 (1979), 449-454. (Has unpublished essay by Santayana.) (Checklist
#1111)
Santayana, George. On E. Castelli in Journal of Philosophy, 449-454, 1979.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Atoms of Thought (1950) revised as The Wisdom of George Santayana (1964)
Baptist Quarterly (July 1951). (Morgan, D.E.)
Catholic Hist i t 37, 70. yr? (Morgan, D.E.)
Personalist 32 (1951), 411 . (Ross)
Personalist (Summer 1965), 393. "The Wisdom of George Santayana". (Ross)
The Birth of Reason and Other Essays by George Santayana, Ed. by D. Cory.
American Quarterly 21 (Summer 1969), 358. (Wheeler, R.)
Review of Metaphysics (March 1969), 578.
Times Lit Sup. April 17, 1969, 401.
Character and Opinion in the United States.
Current Opinion 69 (Dec. 1920), 860-862.
a Wld. 113 (May 1921), 245-246.
Forum 2, Dec. 29, 1920, 378-381. (Stears, Harold)
Freeman V. L. (Dec. 1920), 378-381.
Inge, W. Dean. Lay Thoughts of a Dean, 134-140, New York: Putman, 1933.
Living Age 308, Jan. 29, 1921, 300-303. (Middleton, Murray)
Morley, C. D. Power of Sympathy, 87-94. New York: Doubleday, 1923.
NY. Times, "On English Liberty", Jan. 23, 1944; Jan. 30, 1944. (Adams, J.
Donald)
Schelling, F. S. Appraisements and Asperities, 1922. (Lippencott)
The Complete Poems of George Santayana, Ed. by W. Holzberger.
American Literature 51 (Nov. 1979), 439.
Book List 75 (1979), 1566. (J.L.)
Catholic Library World 52 (March 1981), 344.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology 79 0an. 1980), 81.
Southern Review 5 (Autumn 1979), 1046.
Dialogos en Limbo
Argentina Libre June 5, 1941. (Soto, Luis E.)
Boletin Biblio. del centro de Estudios Philo. Buenos Aires, (1941). (Gaos, J.)
(Checklist #392)
Filosofia y Letras I, #3, (1941). (Xirau, J.) (George Santayana, Editorial Losada,
Buenos Aires)
Giornale Critico delta Filo. (1928). (Vezzetti, A.C.)
Journal of Philo. 23 (1926), 133-136. (Weiner, P.P.)
Nation April 20, 1941.
Nation December 28, 1947.
Nation 172, April 14, 1976 (N.Y.C.)
New Republic 46, May 12, 1926, 326-327.
Pensamiento (June 1941) (Argentina). (Soto, Luis E.)
Dominations and Powers.
Giornale Meta. 6 (1951), 639-641.
International Affairs 28 (1952), 200.
Journal of Philosophy 49 (1952), 201-239. (Yolton).
Mil. Aff. 17 (1953), 209.
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Personalist (1952), 421-423. (Searles, John)
Philosophical Review. {July 1952), 400-407. (Sabine, G.)
Riv. di Fit no. 2, 204. (Pasquinelli, A.)
Thomist 15 (1952), 507-509.
Egotism in German Philosophy, 1939 2nd Rev. Ed.
Spectator, "George Santayana a Book in My Life", April 10, 1982, 23-24.
(Rouse, A.)
Times Lit Sup. 1939, 652; 1939, 655 (let); 1939, 701.
The Genteel Tradition, Ed. by D. Wilson.
Times Lit Sup. April 17, 1969, 401.
The Genteel Tradition at Bay
Bkn. 74 (October 1931), 259-260.
Ethics 43 (1932/1933), 231.
Virginia Quarterly Review, "The Search for Trinity" (with other books).
(Buchanon, Scott)
Journal of English and Germanic Philology 79 0anuary 1980), 81.
Southern Review 5 (Autumn 1979), 1046.
A Hermit of Carmel
Acad 64, Jan. 24, 1903, 81. 0ohnson, Brimley)
Atlantic Monthly 89, (Feb. 1902), 276. (Boyton, H. W.)
Nation 73, Dec. 5, 1901, 439.
The Idea of Christ in the Gospels or God in Man: A Critical Essay. (1946 in
English; 1949 in Italian usually)
CittaDi Vita 3 (1949?), 350. (Scianmane, R.)
Civ. Cattolico 2 (1949), 192 N. N.
Giornale di Meta (1949), 406-407. (Guzzo, A.)
Humanitas (1949), 1022-1025. (Falcone, Carlo)
Journal of Philosophy (1948), 335.
Ultalia Che Scrive N-6, 87 (1949?). (Claudiano, C.)
Mind (1948), 113-114. (Taylor, A. E.)
N. Y. Herald Tribune Books March 2, 1946?. (Cournos, J.)
N. Y. Sun March 25, 1946. (Cournos, J.)
Paideia 4 (1949?), 262. (Schiarolli, L.)
Philosophical Abstracts. (Fern, V.)
Realidad vol. 2, #6 (Nov.-Dec. 1947). (Farre, Luis)
Rev. Pol. 9 (1947), 502.
Sapienza n. 17-18 (1949), 16. (Zolli, E.)
Sur XVI (1948), 162. (Argentina) (Gonzalez Lanuza, Eduardo)
Interpretations of Poetry and Religion
Biblio. Sacra 57 (Oct. 1900), 782.
Critic xxxvii (1900), 83.
Ethics (Int. Journal of) (Jan. 1901), 240.
Ind. 52, June 28, 1900, 1565-1566. (Chadwick, J.W.)
Nation 70, April 24, 1900, 405-406.
Spectator 85, July 14, 1900, 50-51.
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The Last Puritan
American Contemporary Fiction* "Puritanism in New England", 35-52* (Boynton,
P. H.)
Correo Wash., "La Novela De un Fildsofo", 7 (Agusto 1936). (Checklist #398)
Cuademos Americanos "Una novela de Jorge Santayana", I, #1, (1942). (DiezCanedo, E.)
Filosofia (1952), 485-486. (Bosco, N.)
Forum 95 (April 1936), 226-231.
Germanische Monatschnpt XXX (1942), 21-39. (Hoffman, Paul)
Harpers Monthly 192 (March 1936).
Living Age 0an. 1936).
New England Quarterly, "A Postscript to the ..Last Puritan,"* 9 (Dec. 1936),
683-686. (Aaron, Daniel)
New Mexico Quarterly, "George Santayana and the Last Puritan,19 7 (Feb. 1937),
39-45. (Smith, Dane Farnsworth)
Personalist (1936?). (Buckham, J.)
Romance I, #1 (1940). (Villarutia* Xavier)
Romance I, #19 (1940). (Villarutia, Xaxier)
Spectator October 5, 1961, 477. (Sinclair, Andrew)
S y L , "El Ultimo Puritano, Memoria en Forma de Novela", 6 (1941).
(MacDonagh, Emiliano). (Checklist #382, #390)
Va. Quarterly Rev. 12 (April 1936), 278-282.
The Letters of G. Santayana
American Scholar 25 (1955/1956), 246.
Cultura 6 (1§55).
El Universal "Dos Libros Sobre Santayana", (Venezuela), June 15, 1956.
(Sender, R.)
Indice Cultural 1, 223-227. (Gaston, Vientos)
NY. Herald Tribune Book Rev. Nov. 14, 1955; Dec. 25, 1955, 5. (Gannett,
Lewis)
Life of Reason.
Bookman's Anthologyi of Essays (1923), 227-235. (Rascoe, B.)
Cruzy Raya 3 (May 1936), 121-142. (Menendez, J.)
Dial (June 1923), 615-618.
Filosofia (1955), 357. (Bosco, Nynfa)
Journal of Philosophy (1906), 515-522. (Moore, A. W.) (Reply to Geroge
Santayana of first critique).
Review of Politics 26, #3 (1981), 5. (on R. in S.)
Saturday Review of Literature April 21, 1962. (oh R. in Rel.)
Little Essays Selected by L.P. Smith w i t h h e l p of G.S. (1920^
Bookman (London) Sept 20, 208. yr? (Parker, W. M.)
The Literary Digest, Int. Book Rev. 0an. 1924).
London Mercury 2 (Aug. 1920), 411.
Lotze's System of Philosophy, Ed. by P. Kuntz.
Journal of the History of Philosophy 0uly 1973), 424, (Schneider, Herbert).
Dialogue 0une 1972), 293. (Yolton).
Philosophy and Phenomenological Research (September, 1972), 130. ^Robinson, D.)
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Lucifer (1899; rpt. 1924)
Harvard Grad 8 (Dec. 1899)^;-297-298. Harvard Monthly Rev. 0uly 1899), 210-221. (H.M.)
/n^51,July 20, 1899, 1958.
New World 8 (Sept. 1899), 573-576.
Times Lit. Sup. (1925), 192.
Middle Span.
Cuademos Hispanoamericanos 44-(August 1953), 227-228. (C.D.H.)
New York World Telegram April 18, 1945. (Hansen, H.)
Cf. Cory, The Later Years 285-286. (McCarthy, Desmond and Shane Leslie)
Times Lit. Sup. (1948), 328.
"The Much Known Unknowable"
Personalist 5 (Oct. 1924), 289.
My Host the World.
America (March 1953). (Hartnell, R.)
Books on Trial (April 1953). (Staggart, F.)
Cuaderno Hispanoamericano (August 1953), 227-229. (C. D. H.)
Freeman 3 (1952/1953), 531.
The New York Times, "A Deliberate Stranger", 3, March 8, 1953. (Edman, Irwin)
(Checklist #409)
Sign (April 1953). (Ashe, G.)
Time, "Philospher's Quest", Vol. Ill, March 9, 1953.
Times Lit Sup., "In Search of a Country", October 30, 1953. (London).
Persons and Places
The New York Times, mA Poet-Philospher's Charming Memoir of Spanish
Boyhood and College Days", January 9, 1944. 0ack, Peter Munro)
The New York Times Jan. 7, 1944. (Prescott, Orville)
Times Lit. Sup. February 17, 1945.
The Philosophy of Santayana ed. Irwin Edman
American Lit. ••(July 1937), 483. (Howgate)
Catholic World (March 1937). (Finn, W.>
T.L.S. 159(1954).
Physical Order and Moral Liberty, Ed. by Lach, J. and Santayana.
Journal of the History of Philosophy 0uly 1971). (Schneider)
Journal of Aesthetics (Fall 1970). (Van Ames)
Dialogue 0une 1970). (Parriah, A.)
Southern Humanities Review 0uly 1971). (Schneider)
Journal of Philosophy (August 1971). (Grossman)
Western Humanities Review (Summer 1970). (Wilson)
Platonism and the Spiritual Life.
Criterion (1927/1928). (Murray, J. Middleton)
C. World 127 (April 1928), 117-118. (Mendows, George)
Yale Review (1927), 608-610. (Carritt, E. F.)
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Poems selected by author and revised (1923)
Literary Digest, Int. Book Rev. I, 423, 24-26. (Gorman, Herbert S.)
New Rep 34, March 21, 1923, 101-102 (?).
The Poet's Testament
Spirit (March 1954). (Sebastian, J.)
Realm of Being.
La Gaceta del Fondo de Cuttura Econdmica del Fondo de Cultura Econdmica (Mex.),
9 (March, 1962).
La Gaceta del Fondo de Cultura Econdmica del Fondo de Cultura Econdmica (Sept.,
1963), 6-7. (Izquierdo Ortega, Julian) (Checklist #889)
La Nation, aLos Reinos Del Ser." (George Santayana, Fondo de Cultura
Econ6nica, Mexico-Buenos Aires), El 23 de Octobre, 1963.
Nation 23 (October 1963). (Pires, C.)
Philosophical Abstracts 11, 13-14. (Winn, R.)
Realm of Matter
The New Republic, "Santayana's Palm Tree," 64, Oct. 22, 1930, 262-263.
(Ransom, John Crowe)
Sat Rev. of Lit 7, Jan. 10, 1931, 515. (Edman, Irwin)
The Realm of Spirit
Ethics 51 (1941), 516.
Philosophical Abtracts 5/6 (Summer 1941), 78-79,
Poets and Pundits 223-234. (Fausset, H.)
Realm of Truth
Va. Quart Rev. 14 (Summer 1938), 470-472. (Weldon, William S.)
Santayana on America, Ed. by R. Lyon.
Dialogue Quite 1973), 370. (Lachs, J.)
New Republic March 1, 1968, 25. (Epstein, J.)
Selected Critical Writings of George Santayana, Ed. by N. Henfrey.
Australasian Journal of Philosophy (May 1970), 142. (Passmore, J.)
Cambridge Quarterly (Summer 1969), 292. (Newson, R.)
Listener October 24, 1968, 548.
N.E. Quarterly 42 (1969), 138.
Studio International (March 1969), 145. (Masheck, J.)
Times Lit Sup. (London) 401 (1969); 440 (1969); (letter) 559 (1969). (letter)
The Sense of Beauty (1896)
Critic NS May 15, 1897, 334. (Checklist #378)
New World (Dec. 1896), 794-795. (Everett, C.C)
Scepticism and Animal Faith
Personalist 5 (Oct. 1924), 287-289. (Flewelling, Ralph T.)
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Some Turns of Thought in Modem Philosophy
New Republic 78, Feb. 28, 1934, 79-80. (Dewey, John)
Sonnets and Other Verses (1894)
Atlantic Monthly 75 (March 1895), 411-412.
Dial, "Recent Books of Poetry", 16, May 1, 1894, 273.
Harv. Grad. 2 0an. 1894), 596-597. (Hapgood, Hutchins)
Three Philosophical Poets
Academy LXX1X (1910), 563.
El Hip Prddigo I (1943).
Literarisches Zentralblatt fur Deutchland May 20, 1911, 673. (M.K.)
Revista National de Cultura, "Valores de la Divina Comedia", 0an.- Feb., 1966).
(Medina, Juan Ramon)
Times Lit Sup. (1916), 447; (1939), 632;(1939), 655.
Triton Edition.
La Nation, *Controversia En Torno a Santayana", July 9, 1939. (Marichalar,
Antonio)
La Nation, **Una Esplendido Edicion de Santayana", June 18, 1939. (Marichalar,
Antonio)
The Unknowable
Personalist (Oct. 1924), 289. (L., W.H.)
Wisdom of George Santayana 2nd Ed. by I. Cardiff.
Personalist (Summer 1965), 353.

REVIEWS OF BOOKS ABOUT SANTAYANA
Alonso Gamo, Jose. Un Espanol en el mundo: Santayana; poesia y poetica
Arriba January 29, 1966. (Valencia, A.)
Cuademos Univ. no. 198 LXVI (1966). (Guzman, Jaime de Echanor)
Revista Hisp. Moderna no. 3-4, XXXII (1966). (Ruiz-Fornells, Enrique)
Arnett, W. Santayana & The Sense of Beauty
Asomante V. 14 0an,-March 1958). (Perez - Marchand, M. L.)
Ethics 67 (1956/1957), 228.
Butler, Richard. The Mind of Santayana
Ethics 67 (1956/1957), 152.
Insula (April 1962). (Marra-Lopez, J.)
Cory, Daniel. Santayana, the Later Years
American Q 16 (1964), 120.
Arizona Quarterly (Autumn 1958). (Smith, J.)
Ethics 74 (1963/1964), 229, 307.
Pensamiento (21). (Escudero, Santos)
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Duron Jacques. La Pensee de George Santayana.
Cahiers du Sud 18, 1953.
E.T. Philo. (1952), 144-150. (Berger, G.)
Journal of Philosophy Vol. 48 (1951), 251-254. (Schneider, H.)
History of American Philosophy.
Times Lit Sup. July 5, 1947. (Schneider, H.)
Howgate, George W. George Santayana
New York Herald Tribune, December 31, 1938. (Patterson, I.)
More Books, *MB", 14 (1939), 201. (n. n.)
Kirk, Russell. The Conservative Mind: From Bttrke to Santayana (Chicago:
Henry Regency Co., 1953)
The Catholic Historical Review XLI, #1, (1955). (Levack, Paul A.)
Lida, Raimundo. Belleza arte y poesta en la estetica de Santayana. (Ediciones
de la Facultad de Filosofla y Letras de T u c u m i n , 1943)
El Hijo Prddigo, III, 1944. (Rivas Saenz, Arturo)
Sur XIV, #115 (1944). (Mastronardi, Carlos)
Lind, Bruno. Vagabond Scholar: A Venture Into the Privacy of George
Santayana
Cahiers du Sud 180 (1953).
Lib. J. June 1, 1962, 2143. (Libaire, B. B.)
Personalist Rev. (1953). (Rice)
Munson, Thomas N. The Essential Wisdom of George Santayana
Rev. Phil, de Louvain. (Give, M.)
Singer, Beth. The Rational Society
N. E. Quarterly vol. 45 (1972), 135.
Voegelin, E. Uber die Form des Amerikaschen Geistes
Books Abroad, "Santayana Through Austrian Eyes," 0anuary 1930). (Larrabee,
H.)

MANUSCRIPTS
Lecture Notes of George Santayana in Eugene Emerson Mss. at Radcliffe College,
Schlesinger Library. Cambridge, Mass. Has lecture notes from a course
taught by George Santayana at Radcliffe.
"Elizabeth* and a New Sonnet in the papers and letters of Mary Russell, Lord
Russell's wife and a friend of George Santayana. She had written of her
married life to Russell in a novel under the pen name "Elizabeth". These are
deposited at the Huntington Library (San Marino, California). In addition,
Huntington has some six letters for other correspondents from Santayana,
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Also it has two poems, one of which I have not found in Holzberger. It is a
Sonnet for his 1894 book of Sonnets but is not included.
Eugenia (or an Interesting Condition) In Alonso Gamo, Appendix I, Un Espanol en el
Mundo p. 245-250. A witty farce, written in Spanish-at least its first scenes-is
in the manuscript section of Columbia University. Alonso Gamo did not
publish the scenes in English—scenes that follow those in Spanish. Col. mss. is
longer than Texas Mss. and has a different title: Eugenia and La Baronne.
Game's title is Eugenia (Al margen del Ultimo Puritano). Texas Mss. » TMS
25 p. includes (List of Characters) TMS in Span. [5 pp] It contains the
English scenes; in addition, it has a short story called La Baronne. The
"connection" is a character, Eugenia's lover, who appears in both the play and
story. Mss. has a date and place inside (1897).
Clemens, Cyril: These papers (96) are in the Perkins Library of Duke University
(#1097). Principally, it has letters from George Santayana on personal
matters, his books, life and philosophy. There are comments about other
writer's opinions of George Santayana. George Santayana corrected an article
and a booklet by Clemens, "An American in Exile.* (Corrections are in the
Mss. at Perkins Library.)
Kallen, Horace: In 1975 he left papers, including letters from George Santayana
on deposit in Amer. Jewish Archives, Cm., Ohio. Has other letters by
George Santayana. Previously Kallen had left some papers and letters including those of George Santayana - with the Yivo Inst, for Jewish
Research, N. Y. C. Yivo has a collection of papers and letters.
Santayana, George: Marginalia - Munitz Moral Philosophy of Santayana Butler
Library, Columbia Univ., N.Y.C.
Santayana, George: Corrected Spanish translation of Coplas de Don Jorge Manrique
trans. Henry W. Longfellow, Butler Library, Columbia Univ., N.Y.C. One
sonnet translated by Santayana.
A box with medals and photographs of Santayana, also articles by David Weseley
"Santayana at 83" (a visit); H. Schneider relates how #1503 occurred. Butler
Library, Columbia Univ., N.Y.C.

MUSIC A N D ORAL HISTORY
Austin, William W. "Santayana as a Critic of Music." Musical Quarterly, 40 1954,
597-608.
Herbert W. Schneider: Columbia University has a collection of oral history. This
includes 246 pp. of Herbert W. Schneider, philosopher. This history is open
to the public (with nominal discretion) and was made with Prof. Schneider in
1976. Schneider after reminiscing about his family background, education,
teaching Civilization Courses, Philosophy Courses at Columbia gives his
"Impressions" of George Santayana, an important influence in his philosophy.
Columbia's policy: "We can copy specified pages if they are among the
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155,000 currently (1979) available in the Micro Series ... . There is a copying
fee ... copyright law obtains."

Santayana's Odes set to music [in S. Terzian Biblio,] IV as no. 38 "The Ploughman
Songs", by Reginald Robins (for bass or baritone). Paris Editions Maurice
Senart, 20, Rue de Oragon (1924) 3 p. V as no. 47. Ode to Meditteranean.
Ibid. 7 p. 1894.
Squire, Russel Nelson. "The Philosophy of Music of George Santayana, Helen
Huss Parkhurst and Theodore Meyer Greene." Ph.D., New York University,
1942. 240 p. (73-08783)
Valerio, Rafael (1919- ). Dedicated to George Santayana. Symphony #3 (1960) lm.
133 p.

DISSERTATIONS
Alcola Galve, A. "De Problema et Concepta Veritas in Humanismo Naturalista
Georgi Santayana". Romae, P. U. Gregoriano, 1953.
Hagopian, Mark.
"Santayana's Critique of Liberalism and Democracy.",
October/December 1969. H. Zuin, advisor, Boston University, 69-18, 783.
2091-A.
Hennon, M. "George Santayana and the Human Spirit", Lombard Theolog.
School, Maudeville.
Hoover, Hardy.
Unpublished.

"The Philosophy of George Santayana." Harvard, 1927.

Obendiek, Edza. "Twentieth Century Literary Criticism; inc. George Santayana."
(Title of Article not exact) Bonn University, 1957.
Sabato Rillo, J. "Conocimiento y verdad en la filosofia de Santayana", Barcelona,
Univ. Sec. de Pubv. Intercambio, 26 page Thesis. B. 6593, 1976.

LETTERS A N D SOME ARTICLES IN TLS O N SANTAYANA
Aldous Huxley comments on style of Santayana in a letter. 58:1970
Letters:
427:1953
124:1973
750:1970
542:1956
Article:
401:1969
Letter:
559:1969

Articles:
613:1969
652:1939
655:1939 (let) 701:1939
440:1969 (let) 559:1969
401:1985

The Santayana

Edition

On September 1, 1985 the National Endowment for the Humanities
awarded a $100,000 grant in outright funds and a $10,000 grant in
matching funds to continue work on the Santayana Edition during
1985-87. We have received funding from NEH since 1977, but this year
was particularly difficult and many continuing projects did not receive
support.
Hence, everyone associated with the edition should be
particularly pleased with NEH's assistance and, when possible, express
their thanks to NEH personnel. In addition, we must now match the
$10,000 grant and any contribution towards that goal will be most
welcome.1
The Santayana Edition has changed its location. The General Editor
became the Head of the Department of Philosophy at Texas A&M
University (also on September 1, 1985), and any correspondence should
be sent to the following address:
Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.
General Editor
Santayana Edition
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-1588
Telephone (409) 845-2003, 845-5660.
The publication dates for Volume I (Persons and Places), Volume II
(The Sense of Beauty), and Volume III (Interpretations of Poetry and Religion)
have been moved to 1986, 1987, and 1988 respectively. The General
Editor received the page proofs for the text of Volume I in late August,
1985, and he and the Textual Editor, William G. Holzberger, are
preparing the apparatus that will be published with the text. The process
of preparing the text on computers for MIT's Penta System is working
extremely well, and the editors of MIT Press are to be congratulated for
their considerable and consistent support.

1
Please contact Herman Saatkamp if you wish to provide support for these matching
funds. Any checks should be made payable to the Texas A&M Development Foundation and
should indicate that the funds are for use on the Santayana Project under the direction of
Herman Saatkamp.

